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STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF WEATHER MODIFICATION ATTAINME!\'TS 
Three poss ible levels of control--cloud phenomena, precipitation, 
and river now- -at which the evaluation of weather modification attain-
ments may take place were considered. The river flow control level 
was found to be the most promising approach in discriminati ng the 
eventual change in water yield produced by weather modification experi-
ments. 
Six statistical (quantitative) evaluation methods of weather modifi-
cation were investigated at the river flow control level. The annual river 
flow was the only variable, and its mean and variance were the main 
statistics used in discriminating the changes. Each of the methods 
investigated was designed for different sets of conditions, according to 
the available data and the expected changes in river flow produced by 
weather modification experiments. 
The lirst two of these six methodS of evaluation are characteri~ed 
by the use of univariate distributions of annual river flows in a target 
basin, one method dealing with known and the other with unknown popu -
lation parameters . The second two methods are characteri~ed by the 
use of a joint bivariate distribution of annual river Clows in a target and 
control basin, again one dealing with known and the other with unknown 
population parameters. The third two methods are characteri~ed by the 
use of conditional distributions of annual river flows in a target basin 
given those in a control basin. 
Four of the six methods were applied for the first time for this 
study, a nd one of them had been specially developed for application in 
the s tati stical evalu ation of weather modification attainments . Each of the 
six methods applied for the evaluation of river now change may be used 
under specified particular conditions. 
The methods of statistical evaluation of weather modification, based 
upon the univariate distribution of target Clows were found to be inferior 
to those based upon the joint target-control distribution. However, the 
latter were inferior to those based upon the conditional target-control 
distribution of ri ver nows. 
STA TISTICAL EVALUATION OF WEATHER MODIFICATION ATTAINMENTS 
By: Radm ilo D. Markovic'" 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Subject of this study. The general purpose of 
this work was to develop sound statistical methods of 
evaluating weather modification attainm ents , appli -
cable to a variety of natural conditions. More spe -
cifically , development of such methods included: 
(1) Consideration of possible l evels of weather 
modification control at which evaluation can take 
place; 
(Z) Analysis of the advantages and disadvan-
tages of various levels fro m the quantitative point of 
view; 
(3) Selection of the most promising, feasible, 
and det ectab le control level; 
(4) Analysis and selection of the most conven -
ient variable from the meteor ologi cal and hydrolog -
ical standpoint for a chosen level of control; 
(5) Selection of the most indicative statistics 
to t est the experime ntal data for eventual increase in 
water resources due to weather modification; and 
(6) Deve lopm ent of sound, reliable, and detect -
able methods of evaluation based on meteorological, 
hydrological, and s tatistical principles that would be 
general enough to be valid for different types of man's 
interventions in the atmosphere, and applicable to a 
variety of river basin climatic and physiographic con-
ditions [IJ . 
2. Background of the ~roblem. Water demands 
in many areas 01 the wOrl have already exceeded 
water suoolies and an increase in demand can be 
expected. While the total water in the atmosphere 
is more than sufficient to eliminate the world's 
water problem, it i s not conveniently distributed . 
It has been estimat ed that an average of approxi -
mately 5 to 15 per cent Of the t otal moisture in a cloud 
syst em reaches th e ground during a rainstorm [2] . 
It is obvious, therefore, that there are many possi -
bilities for increaSing the availabili ty of water sup -
plies if this low natural precipitation efficiency can be 
improved . E ven a slight increase in the efficiency 
or amount of precipitation would have a profound 
e ffe ct on increasing the availability and usefulness of 
water resour ces to meet present and future needs . 
Study of the natural precipitation process and 
the treatme nt of the rain cloud system in order to 
increase precipitation efficiency have been man's 
primary concerns. Clouds , ass embli e s of tiny drop -
lets or ice crystals, form in the free atmosphere 
almost entirely as a result of the expansion and con-
sequent cooling of ascending moisture-laden air and 
the chan~e of water vapor phase - condensation, freez -
ing, andfor sublimation. These three principal 
changes of phase possess an important property -
they do not begin in a continuous manner, but requ ire 
nucleation . 
Nucleation processes are of different t ypes and 
different degrees of efficiency, depending upon the 
pres ence and nature of condensation or ice nuclei in 
the atm osphere [3, 4] . Unfavorable content or prop-
erties of natu r al condensation or i ce nuclei s lows down 
the nucleation process with the probable result that 
no precipitation will occur. It has been in this stage, 
one of the most important stages in the precipitation 
process, that man has been at present int ervening. 
Man has strived to create favorab l e condi tions for 
precipitation by int roducing a large number of arti -
ficial nuclei int o the cloud system. In doing t his h e 
has acted upon the nature, number, s ize , and size 
distribution of condensation or ice nuclei and parti cu-
1arly of giant precipitation nuclei [ 4, 5J. Thus, the 
man ' s present activity and field operations in weather 
modification has been based mainly upon the concept 
of deficiency of natural condensation or ice nuclei in 
the atmosphere . 
Various equipm ent and techniques for produc -
ing artifiCial nuclei into cl oud systems have been 
developed. In the past few decades, m any laboratory 
and field experiments have been performed within 
this area of research in many countries. Millions of 
dollars have been spent and many years of work have 
bee n devoted to the problem of weather modification. 
Despit e all these intenSive efforts, man-made pre-
cipitation is sUll not a r eliable and proven source of 
wate r, especially for localities where an increase of 
water supply is of vital importance [5] . The majority 
of methods and statistical techniques for t he evalua-
tion of weathe r modification attainments , developed 
up to the present time, have failed to demons t rate a 
positive effect of man' s effort to increase natural 
precipitation. 
3. Definition of weather modification. Any change 
in the natural conditions of weather or chmate brought 
about by man is t erm e d " weather modification." This 
includes a wide variety of atmospheric phenomena 
ranging in scale from mi crometeorology over a very 
small area t o the global or general circulation of the 
atmosphere [ 2] . 
*Assistant Professor,Civil Engineering Department, Colorado State U niversity , F ort Collins, Colorado 
However, the term, "weather modification," 
in this paper will cover all the activities concerning 
the production of additional precipitation. This in -
cludes man-made cloud modification to induce rain 
from non-precipitating clouds and lor to increase the 
natural precipitation from the clouds by improving 
their precipitation efficiency . 
In the past, cloud modification has been per -
formed almost entirely by the artificial introduction 
of condensation or ice nuclei into cloud systems. 
Hencefo rth, an alternate term , "cloud seeding," for 
weather modification, will also be used in this paper. 
4. Weather modification evaluation programs. 
Evaluation studies undertaken 10 the past consisted 
of two major programs, physical and statist ical. The 
z 
physical or qualitative evaluation program was 
designed to determine what took place in a cloud 
system during seeding treatment through direct and 
indirect observation. The program was also deSigned 
to study the meteorological conditions which deter-
mined where , when, how, and under what circum-
stances cloud seeding could produce the most desir-
able results l 2.). This program is beyond the objec -
tives of this paper. 
The statistical or quantitative evaluation pro-
gram, based upon mathematical and s tatistical analy-
siS of data from many seedings, was conducted in 
order to determine if these operations had actually 
produced an identifiable increase in precipitation [6] . 
This program is of primary interest and what follows 
will pertain to this program exclusively. 
CHAPTER II 
SELECTION OF CONTROL LEVEL 
There are three basic control levels from which 
the statistlcal or quantitative evaluation of weather 
modification (cloud seeding) attainments can be can· 
sidered [7]. These include cloud phenome na, pre-
cipitation, and river now control levels, corresponding 
to three particular stages in the general hydrologic 
cycle. Their properties and their advantages and 
disadvantages are discussed below. 
1. Cloud phenomena control level . This is the 
level in the atmosphere or in a cloud system; the 
other two control levels refer to the ground, fig. I. 
Fig. 1 Sch e matic representation of control levels for 
statistical evaluation of weather modification 
attainments 
Since this level is in the atmosphere, one has to deal 
with the air as a fluid, with the determination of its 
motion, state and forces when it is subjected to a 
specific force system and boundary conditions --
geometry , surface conditions , and field conditions. 
Any property of air, s uch as temperature, density, 
viscosity, pressure , compressibility, velocity, 
acceleration , internal stresses, and rate of defor · 
mation, varies with space and time. These proper-
ties and their interactions are important to cloud 
formations and cloud processes which lead to pre· 
cipitation. In addition, some bulk properties such as 
moisture, cloud dimensions and structure, winds, 
storm movement, rate of storm growth, number and 
size and size distribution of nuclei, must be measured 
an d studie d. T o measure these important properties, 
radar, aircraft, kites, and mobile ground units 
should be used to collect data which add to a better 
, 
understanding of a storm mechanism over a studied 
area. Large funds, much t ime , and intenSive efforts 
have to be invested in the collection of such data. 
Eve n if the collection of data was done for cloud 
systems treated by cloud seeding, there have been an 
insuffi cient number of measurements of natu r a l clouds 
for comparison to artificially seeded storms. Thi!; 
has been particularly true in regards to the high varia-
bility of cloud properties. A study of a large number 
of precipitation clouds by radar has discovered marked 
darto · day variations of all cloud parameters [8). 
However, even if the comparisons of nonseeded 
and seeded clouds were presently possible, the prob -
lem of evaluating the effect , if any , of artificial seed -
ing on augmentation of precipitation reaching the 
ground would still remain. It is obvious , therefore, 
that some additional relations of cloud phenomena con · 
trol level to ground control levels are needed in order 
to evaluate any change due to the seeding . For this 
reason, the cloud phenomena control level is not 
sufficient by itself. It is also not a convenient and 
reliable level for the quantitative evaluation of weather 
mOdification . Because of these properties , this level 
has been predominantly used for physical rather than 
for stat istical evaluation of cloud seeding operations. 
2. Precipitation control level. This leve l of con -
trol is on the ground, at the network of precipitation 
stations, fig . 1. It is represented by that portion of 
the total amount of precipitation which reached the 
ground and which was measured or recorded at the 
existing network of raingage s tations. 
This leve l is advantageous for weather modili· 
cation control because it i s located on the ground and 
deals with prec ipitation fallen on the ground, part of 
which represents the water resource that man utilizes 
for his needs . One further advantage i s that it is part 
of the existing fund of precipitation data collected for 
many years at many raingage stations . This collection 
of historical data, reflecting t he natural, untreated 
conditions at particular localities, represents an 
excellent base for evaluation purposes at localities 
where new or treated conditions are t aking place. 
T hese advantages have been the main reasons why 
this level of control has been predominantly used in 
evaluating weather modification attainment s in the 
past . 
Besides these advantages , the fact that precipi-
tation data have been used in the evaluating process 
implies several disadvantages. These are mainly 
caused by the inaccuracy of precipitation measure-
m ents and the unreliability of estimating the mean 
areal precipitation. 
Observed precipitation data are subject t o measure-
ment error because of the difficulty of accu rately gag -
ing precipitation. Wind is the main cause for inaccu-
racy because it tends to carry the rain over and past 
the gage . Nearby obstacles may intercept or deflect 
the wind - swept rain and may even further reduce the 
accuracy of the gage. Because of greater wind e xposure. 
hillcrest locations may result in poorer accuracy. 
The error in rain gage catch varies with the height 
above the ground. Gages on rooftops usually show 
less rain than those on posts , and post gages show 
less tha n ground-level gages. As a result, gaged 
rain may often be 5 or 10 per cent low and may be as 
much as 50 per cent low in strong winds [9]. In wind s 
of 30 mph at the orifice level, this deficiency may be 
as much as 60 per cent for actual snowfall. Equip-
ping gages with winds hields increases the catch 
appr oximately 20 per cent in open areas [10J and 
about 10 per cent in forest glades (11]. Nevertheless, 
an average relative errOr of gage cat ch of about t 10 
per cent seems to be generally accepted as a fair 
approximation in some localities [ 12J . 
The error in determining the mean areal pre -
cipitation is the source of further disadvant age of this 
control level. The areal precipitation is estimated 
from the point measuremen, taken from gaged precipi-
tations . The error involved in this estimation depends 
upon the accuracy and density of these point measure-
ments. When the density is considered, it is shown 
that the absolute error caused by an inadequate density 
of precipitation gages increases with an increase in 
the amount of precipitation and with the gaging ratio 
(area per gage) in storm totals r 13]. The e rror 
markedly decreases, howeve r, when averages for 
longe r periods are considered [1 4] because the areal 
variation of precipitation decreases with an increase 
of these periods. To illustrate this error , one actual 
example is presented. For this purpose, the average 
annual precipitation over the Kings River Watershed 















year period was selected. From this watershed and 
the surrounding area, II gage sites were chosen (rig . Z) 
and data accepted from th em for the estim ation of the 
14 year mean annual precipitation over a 1687 square 
mile area. 
"~"";;;;;;_----,;"'~----,,J~------d _. 37"~· 37'00' 31!1'''~ 3~'30· N 
Fig. 2 Network of precipitation stations in the Kings 
River Watershed above Piedra, California 
The estimated value was computed by t he Thiessen 
method [10J , which gives weight to the areal distri -
butions of stations. The names of stations and their 
positions -- longitude, latitude, and elevation -- as 
well as the percentage of tota l area they represe nt, 
a re given in Table I. 
Table 1. Precipitation stations in the Kings River Watershed above Piedra, California 
Long Lat. Elev. Area 
Name (deg. m in .) (deg. min.) (ft. ) a/,?,g) 
1. Piedra 119° 23' 36°48 ' 580 5. 5 
2. Meadow Lak, 1190Z6' 3'io05' 4485 3.8 
3. Huntington Lake 11 9° 13' 37° 14' 7020 2. 9 
4. Balch Power House 119°06' 36° 54' 1750 14.7 
5. Grant Grove 118° 58' 36°44' 6580 10.9 
6. Woodchuck Meadow 118 0 54' 37°02' 9200 18.8 
7. Florence Lake 118°58' 37° 16' 7355 3. 3 
8. Bi shop Pass Snow Course 118°34' 37°06' 11040 7. 1 
9. Granite BaSin 118° 36 ' 36° 52' 10000 20. 7 
10. Giant Forest 118°46' 36° 34' 6360 6.8 
11 . Indepe ndence Onion Valley 118° 20' 36°46 ' 9175 5. 5 
100. 0 
4 
The annual station precipitation, P
j i 
in inches per year 
for j station in i year, are presented in Table 2. The 
annual weighted a r eal precipitation, P
ji
, in inches per 
year over area, a. , for j station in i year, arc com -
l 
puted by 
The annual precipitation over the whole Kings River 
Watershed above Piedra are obtained from 
11 11 
z: p .. E z: 
j "' l Jl ja \ 
... 
l 
Both the individual and overall annual areal precipi -
tation are presented in Table 3. As shown in this 
table , the average annual precipitation over the entire 
watershed for the 14 year period is 34 . 99 inches per 
ye ar. This value is considered to be the best estimate 
of the average in this particular case , since its com-
put a tion was based on the maximum number of avail-
able precipitation stations in the area. However, Ir 
fewer stations had been available , the estimate of 
ave rage annual precipitation over the whole watershed 
for the same 14 year period, computed simply as the 
arithmetic mean of station m~ans, would have been 
somewhat di!Ierent. To illustrate these differences 
sever a l possible combinations of stations have been 
applied to compute the est im ated 14 year areal average. 
Using the data from T able 2, the estimate of the 
14 year average annual precipitation over the Kings 
River Watershed above Piedra, designated as ]5 ( ... ) 
with numbers in the parentheses indicating the order 
of numbers of stations used, would be: 
P (1, Z, 3, ... , II) 34. 99 i n/yr 
P (4, 5, 6 , " 9) 35 . 6 1 in/yr ]> (4, 5 , 6, ') 34.52 in/yr 
]5(4, 5, 6 , 9) 38 .45 in/yr 
P(4, 5, 9) 36.92 in/yr 
P (4, 6 , 9) 37 . 15 in/yr 
l' (4, 9) 34 .20 in/yr 
P (5, 6) 42 . 69 in/yr . 
The variabUity of r esults is obvious. If only one 
station had been used, then the result would not have 
been in the rarlie of ± 14 per ce nt of the true estimate 
based on I t stations . Nevertheless, the density of 
stations, though inadequate lor such a large watershed 
size, was nOt the only cause for the instability of the 
estimate of a ve rage areal precipitation. The areal 
and elevation dist ributions of station s were also con -
tributive factors. The accuracy of the estimate of 
areal precipitation in a watershed is , therefore, a 
runction of the accu racy of single measurementS, the 
adequacy of density of precipitation stations , the uni-
lor-mity of areal and elevation distribution of stations , 
and the variat ion of the precipitation variable it self. 
In r e fere nce to the problem of evaluating weather 
modification when the target - control concept is used , 
the sam e problem of accuracy and reliability of pre -
cipitation data exist s equally in both target and con-
trol areas. However, when these two different 
accuracies are coupled in an evaluation process, the 
resulting effect may be either neglig ib le or very Sig -
nifi cant. It may show an "evident" change where it 
did not exist or it may "mask " a change where it did 
5 
exist. In either case , the effect is obviously doubt -
ful. 
The above ex.amples indicate that the precipi-
taton control level, as presently used, is not an 
a ccurate or reliable level of control a s far as the 
quant itative evaluation of weather modification is 
concerned. The main reasons are the large single 
measurements and the large areal sampling errors 
involved. Some of the reasons mentioned above were 
probably partially responsib le for var iOUS and often 
contradicto ry conclUSions about cloud seeding effect s 
in the past. The future of the use of this control 
level depends on progress in decreasing substantially 
the above two types of errors. 
3. River flo w control level. Weather modification 
attainments , if any, are controlled at the network of 
river gaging stations, fig.!. T his level of control is 
on the ground and is represented either by flow rate 
(discharge) or by volum e of flo w drained from anarea . 
The prinCipal advantaee o f this control leve l, 
besides that of its being on the ground, lies in the 
fact that it directly deals with water that man can use 
for his needs. The water produced out of a river 
basin has been the primary goal and the final product 
of many weather modification projects that were under-
taken in the past. Thus, this control le v,d measures 
directly th e availabili ty of water resources . 
Anothe r Important advantage of this level mani -
fests itself in the property of river flow of being an 
integrated representative of the whole area under con -
sideration. The discharge Is not a point-measurement 
in a river baSin , but rather an integrated measurement 
of the entire area above the gaie site. If a watershed 
is considered as a catching a r ea of moisture from the 
atmosphe re, then the river flow measured at the out -
let of such an area represents the to tal water collected 
at t hat watershed. The river flow measures at the 
same time, the yield of the watershed and its capa -
bilitiy as a source of water supply. 
The main disadvantages of this control level 
are: (a) the inaccuracy of dis charge measurement; 
(b) t he relatively high variability of natural flows; 
and (c) the time depende nce of successive riller 
fl o ws due to carryover erfect. The accuracy of dis -
charge measurement depends mainly on the local 
physical conditions of gage Site , the type and adequacy 
of the stage-measuring equipment, and the frequency 
of measurements. Very low flows at gagini stations, 
lacking a pe r manent and well defined control, may be 
subjected to a high percentage error because of small 
shifts in the cont rol. Very high flows may also be 
s ubjected to large absolute err ors because of the 
danger in measuring these flows when floods Occur. 
Flow rates or volumes accumulated over long periods, 
a year for exam ple, have been more reliable than 
those for short periods because the$e errors may be 
compensated for [I I]. 
According to the U. S. Geological SUrvey 
classification of its measurements and publish ed 
re cords, the accuracy of single discharge mea su r e -
m ent s is within two pe r cent for excellent measure -
ments a nd within fi ve per cent for good ones. Th e 
probable err or of publi shed river flow records has 
been estimated to be between less than fi ve to ten 
per cent [11 J. Only the excellent and good river flow 
data are supposed to be used for evaluation purposes 
of weather modification. As can be seen, the relative 
probable error s of individual measurements have not 




(inc hes /year) AT THE STA TION 
j Z 3 j 5 , 7 • 9 10 11 
195 1 15. 35 33.01 39.85 33.45 44 .47 46.50* 26, 13 22. 52 47.25 52. 37 27.30* 
Z Z l2.07 42.91 4 3.95 39.68 73.66 6 2. 6 0 * 32.38 32.05 57.78 71.38 38.50* 
3 3 15.86 21. 37 23.54 21. 32 34. 77 39.10* 20.81 21.96 34.82 35. 37 12. 70 
4 , 14. 15 25.96 27 . 74 27. 08 41. 25 43.20* 21. 18 20.82 39. 48 38.8 1 23 . 4 0 
5 1955 16. 18 24. t 3 26.36 22.95 38.00 40.50* 19.86 27. 13 34.3Z 38.04 17.62 
6 6 ZI.96 38 . ZI 55. Z2 41. 37 58 . 3 1 52.67 40.03 Z7.80 58.7B 59. 43 37.28 
7 7 13. 19 26.76 2B.64 25.14 30 . DO 39.42 17 . 67 23.42 35.33 4 0 . 47 25.46 
• • 25.86 42.7\ 53.37 43.77 63 . 75 6 1. 83 31. 76 33. 93 55. 42 68 . 23 3 1. 10 
9 9 8 . 67 24.81 27.25 17. 67 26.74 33. 7 1 21. 95 15 . 75 29. 29 l3. 19 19.53 
~ 10 1960 8.53 18 . 39 20. 29 18. 79 27.11 27, 63 14.08 HI. 05 23. 25 28.24 12.41 
II 9 . 42 36 .03 22 . 12 18.64 24. 27 26.59 19.46 18 . 50 24. 27 21. 25 17. 10 
IZ Z 17.02 28.07 4 7.66 33.83 48. 57 49. 68 35 . 69* 3 1.10 42. 22 41. 9 1 29.86 
13 3 16 . 33 31.76 42.67 32 . 33 42.86 48.29 36.59 l8.30 48.48 47. 63 33. 30* 
14 1964 12.48 22.89 30.88 21.69 32.27 30.87 20 .81 17.42 Z9. ZZ 30. 19 IB . 59* --- --- ---
~ 14 
I 
2\7.07 4 17.01 489. 54 397 .71 592.93 602.59 358 .4 0 339.75 559.9 1 596.5 1 344.35 
P. 15. 5 1 29. 79 34.97 28.41 42. 35 43.04 25.60 24.27 39.99 42.61 24.60 
J 
• Missing data from to 12 months Hlled out by data from nearby stations . 
T able 3. Annual weighted areal precipitation in the Kings River Watershed above Piedra, California 
ANNUAL WEIGHTED AREAL PRECIPITATION, Pji P ji • a j (inches/ year) 1 1 Year 
j " 6 
Pi '" ~ Pji 
1 l 3 1 5 7 ~ 9 to 11 Ii!;) !U l 
195 1 0 , 84 1. 26 1. 15 4,92 4, 85 8 , 75 0 , 86 1. 60 9 , 78 3, 56 I. 50 39,07 
l l I. 25 1. 63 1. 27 5 , 84 8, 04 11. 75 1. 07 2 , 28 11. 96 4, 85 2, 12 52 , 06 
3 3 0 , 87 0 , 8 1 0 . 68 3, 14 3. 79 7. 35 0 . 69 L 56 7 . 2 1 2.40 0 . 70 29 . 20 
4 4 O. 78 0.99 0 . 80 3.98 4 . 50 8 . 13 0 , 70 1. 4 8 8 . 18 2 . 64 1. 29 33.47 
5 1955 0 . 89 O. 92 O. 76 3. 37 4 .1 4 7. 62 0 . 66 1. 92 7. 11 2 . 59 O. 97 30.95 
6 6 1. 21 I. 45 I. 60 6 . 08 6 . 36 9.90 I, 32 I. 97 12. 18 4 . 04 2. 05 4 S . 16 
7 7 0, 72 1. 02 0 . 83 3. 70 4. 02 7 . 42 0 . 58 1. 66 7 . 32 2. 75 1. 40 3 1. 42 
8 8 1. 42 1. 62 1. 55 6.45 6 . 95 1 1. 6 2 1. 05 2.41 I t. 46 4 . 64 1. 72 50 . 89 
~ 
9 9 0 .48 0 . 94 O. 79 2. 60 2. 92 6 . 34 O. 73 1. 12 6 . 07 1. 57 1. OS 24 .64 
to 1960 0 .47 O. 70 0 . 59 2. 76 2. 96 5 . 20 0.4 6 I. 35 4. 83 I. 92 0.68 21. 92 
11 0 . 52 1. 37 0 . 64 2.74 2. 65 5.00 0. 64 1. 31 5 . 03 1. 44 0 . 94 22. 2S 
Il l 0 . 94 1. 06 1. 38 4. 98 5 . 30 9 .34 1. I S 2 . 2 1 8 . 75 2.85 1. 64 39.63 
13 3 O. 90 1. 21 1. 24 4. 75 4 . 67 9.08 1. 21 2 . 0 1 10 . 03 3. 24 I. 83 40 . 17 
14 1964 0 . 69 0 . 87 0 . 90 3. 19 3. 52 5.80 0 . 69 1. 24 6 . 06 2. 05 I. 02 26 . 03 ---
~14 
1 
11 . 98 15.85 14 . 18 58.50 64 . 67 1 13. 30 11. 84 24 . 12 11 5 . 97 4 0.54 18.94 489 . 89 
Pj 0 . 86 I. 13 I. 0 1 4. 18 4,62 8.09 0 . 85 1.72 8 . 28 2 . 90 I. 35 34 . 9 9 
been as small as could be desired, but they are still 
within tolerable limits. However, these errors 
decr e a s e rapidly with the inc rease of tim e uni t s for 
the i iven total volume of flow . 
Significant errors may be encountered when 
dealing with dHferences in river flow between two 
watersheds. This is because of the opportunity of 
combining the errors which may be of opposite sign. 
Diversion for irrigation or water supply, pumping of 
g r ound water , storage in reservoirs and natural lakes , 
may present problems because the data may not be 
homogeneous in time . However, the uncertainty of 
thes e types of errors can be considerably reduced by 
proper analysis of data, adequate selection of river 
flow records, detailed analysis of s tation and river 
basin hist ory, and field notes taken by the hydrographe r 
who maintains the station in question. 
The evaluation pr ocesses may be greatly affect ed 
when the variability of rive r flow is considered . T o 
counteract a large va riability, long historical records 
and periods of cloud seeding experiments are required 
to detect any change caused by the weather modifi-
cation. Little can be done to avoid the negative effect 
of variability, since the variability of river flow is, 
practi cally s peaking, the reflection of the variability 
of natural factors producing and affecting runoff. 
Nevertheless , some speculations are still possible 
through statistical evaluation by selection of the proper 
var iable and the time ove r which it is averaged , as 
well as the sample size of records. The time depend -
ence of successive river flows due to the carryover 
eCfect implies the use of large time units (season, year) 
fo r the flow variable in an evaluation process. This 
can represent a disadvantage in some cases . 
The river flow control level, thou gh not ideal, 
can be valuable in quantitative evaluation of weather 
modification. For unexplainab le reasons, it has not 
been used extenSively for evaluation purposes in the 
past. 
4 . Selection 01 control level. According to the 
properties of control levels described earlier, it 
can be seen that not a ll the control levels are equally 
suitable for statistical evaluation of weather modifi -
cation attainm ents . The la ck of sufficient and reliable 
data at the cloud phenomena control level has made its 
use the least feasible for evaluation purposes at the 
present time. Moreover, its use would have to be 
coupled with one of the ground control levels. The 
choice is thus limited to one of the two othe r levels or 
both if closely analyzed and compared. 
The precipitation control level deals with the 
total precipitation fallen on the ground, part of which 
·becomes useful water, while the river flow control 
level directly measures the water available for man's 
use. The pr ecipitation measurements represent the 
point measurements in an area. while the flow meas -
urements r epresent the integrated measure of whole 
water drained from an area above the gage site . The 
accuracy of a single precipitation measurement is , 
in gene ral, inferior to the accuracy of a single dis-
charge measurement, particularly in areas where 
snow is the predominate type of precipitation. The 
estimate of mean areal precipitation is usually 
unreliable and represents the most serious disadvan-
tage of precipitation control level. 
Certain statistical properties of precipitation and 
river flow, which are ver y important in the process 
of quantitati ve evaluation, should be conSidered too . 
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The most useful and applied statistics are the mean, 
variance, and coefficient of variation. The precipi -
tation mean, as a rule , is greater than the river flow 
mean when expressed in the !:lame units and over the 
same area. T he absolute value of variance is gener-
ally higher for precipitation than for river flow, while 
the variability. as expressed in the coefficient of 
variation, is usually lower for precipitation than for 
river flow. These statements are well illustrated by 
the example of the Kings River Watershed above 
Piedra. 
The three statistics , the mean areal precipi-
tation, P, the variance, Sl, and the coefficient o f 
variation, C v' are computed for the 14 years , 1951-
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34. 99 - 0 . 28 2. 
Simila rly, for the river flows , 51' which were first 
derived from t he annual runoff, Ri ' in acre-feet per 
year. by converting them into inches per year over 
the watershed area of 1687 square miles, . 
12 R; 
s, 1687 x ~40 
the mean, variance, and coeffi cient of variation are 
comput cd as follows: 
1 14 
S-- T4 !:\ 
i"'1 
1 IT 238.20 - 17.0 1 in./yr. 
1 " . IT 
c • ...!. 
v S" 
14 1 
I; (Si - mz • IT 922 . 13" 65.87 (In. /yr.)Z 
i= 1 
,f657, 
17. 01 0 .4 77 . 
The higher the mean, the smaller the variance, and 
the smaller the coefficient of variation, the better it 
is to discriminate any change in precipitation or river 
flow mean. The above results have a lternate ly favored 
the river flow and precipitation control level. 
Considering the delcctability of precipitation 
and river flow, one of the important properties Jor 
the evaluation of cloud seeding experiments, it ls 
surprising that there has been no literature on thi!:l 
property. Therefore, the detectability of these twO 
levels will be analyze d and discussed in an actual 
example. In the Kings River Watershed above Piedra, 
the annu al areal precipit ation, Pi ' for 14 water year 
period is related to the corresponding annual river 
flow of the Kings River at Piedra, Si' Both P i a nd 
5., expressed in the same units as P ., are given in , , 
Table 4. The data are Il raphically presented in fig. 3, 
with the rive r flow being the dependent variable. 
Despi te the scattering of points , which indicates that 
some effect of other variables is present , the trend of 
T a b le •• Annual areal p r ecipitation and a nnual river Hows of the Kings River at Piedra, California 
P. P. - P (Pi - P)Z R Si S, - s (S . - 1W P .·S. p ' Year , , , , , , , 
(in./yr. ) 
(IOlac-ft.'yr~ (in, tyr. ) 
1951 39.07 4.08 16 . 65 1601.0 17 . 76 O. 75 0 . 56 693.88 1526.46 
2 52.06 17 . 07 29 1. 38 2856 . 0 3 1. 80 14. 79 218 . 74 1655. 5 1 2:7 10 . 24 
3 29. 20 5 . 79 33. 52 11 55.0 12. 8 4 4. 17 17. 3D 374. 9 3 852 . 64 
• 33.4 7 1. 52 2. 31 1339. 0 14 . 88 2. 13 4 . 54 4 98.03 1 120 . 24 
1955 30, 95 4 . 04 16 . 32 11 4 3. 0 12. 71 4 . 29 18.40 393. 68 957 , 90 
6 48 . 16 13. 17 17 3.45 2695.0 30 . 00 12 . 99 168.7 4 14 44 . 80 23 19 . 39 
7 31. 4 2 - 3. 57 12, 74 1259.0 14 . 04 - 2,97 8 . 82 441.1 4 987. 22 
8 50 . 8D 15. DO 252. 81 2615 . 0 29 . 04 12. 03 144 . 71 1477.85 2589.79 
~ 
9 24. 64 - 10,35 107 . 12 823 . 7 9 . 12 7 . 89 62 . 25 224 . 71 607. 13 
1960 2 1. 92 - 13. 07 170.82 7 18 . 9 8 . 04 8 . 97 80.46 176. 24 480 . 4D 
ll . 28 - 1 2 . 7 1 16 1. 54 57 1. 5 6 . 36 - 10 . 65 113. 42 141. 70 4 96 ,40 
, 39,63 4 , 64 21. 53 187 1. 8 20 . 76 3. 75 14 . 06 8 22 . 71. 1570 , 54 
3 4 0 .17 5.18 26 . 83 1902,0 21. 12 4, I I 16,89 848. 39 1613. 63 
1964 26.03 8.96 80 . 28 877,9 9 , 7l 7 . 29 53.14 253.01 677 . 56 
" I. 
I 
489.89 1367 . 30 21428 . 8 238 . 20 922. 13 9 44 6.60 18509.63 
E 14 I 14 
I 34. 99 97 . 66 1530. 6 17 . 0 1 65 . 87 
Ttli' pr ecipitation and river flo w relationship is fairly 
dd·ini t('. A lltraight line drawn through t he plotted 
pOInts ,;~~ems to be very acceptable for the observed 
l'~ngt' or variables . Therefore, the linear relation 
is ddill..,d mathematically as the least square line with 
TIlt-' river flow as a dependent variable whe re: 
5 = b ... cP P min::: P ::: P m ax 
Forming thc normal equations with the data from 
Table 4, 
238 .20 
944 6. 60 
14b + 489.8 9c 
48 9. 89b ... 18509 . 63c, 
the coeffi cients band c, the S-intercept and the slope 
of the line respectively, are found to be: 
b -11.47 
c '" 0.81 4. 
Hence, the linear precipit ation-river flow relationship 
fo r th e obse rved range is defi ned numerically as: 
s = - 11 .4 7 .... 0.814P 22 ~ P < 52 . 
Now, suppose that the Kings Rivcr Watershcd 
had been seeded and that the mean annual precipitation 
had been increased by 10 to 15 per cent as a result of 
the cloud seeding experim ents . This is i n accordance 
with the claim that the cloud seeding in mount ainous 
areas in West ern \Jnited States produced an average 
increase in precipit ation of 10 to 15 per cent [2,5) . 
Then , according to the above prec ipit ation - runo ff 
relationship, the average annual runoff of the Kings 
River at Picdra would in(.:reas c from 17 .0 1 in . /yr. to : 
510 - 11. 47+ 0. 8 14 x 1.10 x 34. 99 = 19.86 in, /yr. or 
515 = - 11 .4 7 + O. 8 14 x 1. 15 x 34. 99 = 2.1. 29 in./ yr 
for 10 and I :' per cent increase in pr ecipitation 
respective ly . This means that the percentage increase 
in runoff would be in the order of 
( 19.86 - 17.01) x tOO 
17.01 • 17"!o and 
(2\.29 - 17.01) x IOU " 2 00 m 
I 7. 0 1 ~-, • • 
These two hypothetical increments are shown graph -
ically in fig. 3. T his example illustrates the supe rior 
s ensitivity of river flow as a control level to that of 
precipi ta tion. If the river flow is considered a 
reSidual, or the difference bet we en the t otal precipi-
tat ion and the total evaportranspiration f rom a water-
shed in a given t ime, then any change in either of 
these two would be magnified in the r iver flow. Thus , 
th e detectability of the river flow cont rol level is 
expected to be cons iderably higher than that of t he 
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F ig . 3 Annual areal precipitation and runoff relation-
ship [or the Kings Ri ver Watershed above 
Piedra, California 
However, the standardized variables of P and S 
0.10 
E~ O. 35 4 ; ~:!~7 . 0.352 
are approximate ly the same values . ~~ven if their 
va lues a re the same, the sam pling e rror s in il. Pare 
greate r than in 6S. 
To summari ze, the rive r flo w control le vel 
refers to the ground and measures directly and com-
plet e ly the water from a catching area . It may evolve 
into a more accurate, reliab le and detectable way of 
control than the precipitation control level. Thcl"t~forc, 
it is useful for further analys i s . At this stage , the 
cloud phenomena a nd the precipitation control levels 
have been omitt ed from further consideration in thLs 
study . 
A joint use of two Or three control levels , t hough 
possible, is not treated here . This is because of the 
unfavorable pr opertie s of the cloud ph~nomena and 
precipitation levels of cont rol with respect to quant i -
tative ~valuation of weather modification experiments. 
A joint use of prccipitation a nd ri ver flow in evaluation 
of weather modification att a inments , with proper 
statistical techniques that may be developed and used , 
i s an attractive idea which needs furth er research . 
That approa ch is beyond the objectives of thi s pape r. 
CHAPTER III 
BASIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR METHODS OF EVALUATION 
I. Desirable properties. Among the properties 
which characterize the methods oC s tati stical evalu-
ation in weather modificatir>n, the most desirable ones 
are: applicability, generality, and detectability. 
T he applicability of methods is used here exclu -
sively in reference to river flow. It is known that 
river flows originate either from rain or melting snow 
or both. T hey may occur at var ious times, in different 
latitudes and altitudes and under various climatic and 
phYSiographic conditions. The applicability of methods 
of evaluation by river flow responses must be satis -
fied regardless of river flow origin, time and space 
distribution, and natural conditions causing or altering 
them. 
The generality of methods of evaluation is 
highly deSirable. Various weather modification lab-
oratory and field experiments have been performed, 
ranging from continuous to randomized experiments, 
and from blackening oC ground surfaces t o induce 
thermal vertical currents, to electrical charge of 
clouds and cloud seeding by different agents (more 
than 80 have been investigated t 15]) . Different types 
of p recipitation have been treated by weather modiCi -
cation operations including convectional , orographiC, 
and cyclonic precipitation. The methods of evaluation 
should be general in nature to include the large variety 
of manrs activities in the field of weather modification 
procedures. 
Detectability is the most desirable property oC 
evaluation methods. Past experiments have shown 
that the expected increase in precipitation caused by 
cloud seeding could be In the order of 10 to 15 per 
cent [6] . Statistical methods oC detecting such small 
amounts must be refined. Evaluation methods capa -
ble of discriminating even a small change in river 
Clow caused by cloud seeding are needed. 
Other properties of methods oC evaluation, such 
as simplicity and practicality, are desirable but not 
necessary. 
2.. Selection of variables . The river flow repre-
sents all basic varillhles to be studied in the evalu-
ation process. The Cundamental variable is the flow 
rate or flow discharge. As a continuous variable, it 
represents a conti nuous time series f or non-inter-
mittent rivers. Usually, nows are given as volumes 
over time units. According t6 the period over which 
th e flow is averaged, daily , weekly, monthly, seasonal, 
and annual nows and even storm flows may be studied. 
A day represents the shortest time unit over which 
the recorded river flows are averaged, while a year 
represents the longest time unit. 
Before a var iable is selected, som e meteoro-
logical, hydrolOgical, and statistical aspects should 
be considered. F rom the meteorological point oC 
view, precipitation causing the river flow is a dis-
continuous phenomenon. It occurs from time to time 
or from storm to storm. Therefore, man ' s inter -
vention in the cloud seeding process i s storm oriented. 
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The storm' s duration is considered the basic time 
unit of operation. It is a stochastic variable and it 
varies for differe nt storms in a range from less than 
one hour to several days. A storm precipitation or 
duration can thus be conSidered as a stochastic unit 
and it is neither phYSically nor practically possible 
to decompose it fuMher, except artificiaUy Cor a 
period of time (hours, days). Hence, it is not advis -
able to select Clows of a shorter time unit than a storm 
duration. 
In order for the complete effect of a particular 
storm to be transm itted in river flows as a hydrograph, 
the Clow has to be registered until water in a watershed 
i.!; entirely depleted. According to the infil tration 
theory , for a given storm and physiographic condition 
of a waterShed, river nows ("storm hydrograph") can 
last from several days to several months. Since 
several storms can occur in a sequence lor r elatively 
short time, it is rather common situation that the 
storm hydrographs are overlaped. Very often it is 
difficult to distinguish particular storm hydrographs 
and to separate them. The separation is rather time 
consu ming and has accounted for the selection of flow 
variable of longer time unit t han a storm duration. 
Statistically speaking, the flow averaged over 
a short period of time is advantaieous because it 
produces a fairly larse sample size of observation. 
However, a short time unit yields a greater variance 
and a greater time dependence of flows. Hence, the 
statistical tests have less discriminating power. 
T he daily flow in reference to the three views 
mentioned above has been found to be not the most 
suitable for evaluation. Weekly and monthly flows 
are based more on artificial time units which have 
neither Significant hydrological meaning nor justifi-
cation for evaluation purposes . Storm flows and seas -
onal flows, on the othe r hand, are meaningful in both 
meteorological and hydrological points of view. How-
ever, storm flows are a stochastic variable which is 
not well defined. If the storm under study is in the 
Corm 01 snow - fall, either partially or fully, it will be 
impossible to determine the storm flow. Storm flows 
are impractical to use, particularly if they occurred 
in a sequence and were not distinguishable among 
themselves. T he seasonal nows are not ideal Cor use 
either. If the seeding, for instance , took place during 
the winter season, the flows will most likely occur in 
late spring or summer. T he seasonal flows are gen -
erally not convenient Cor evaluation purposes, The 
problems in evaluation purposes are compounded be-
cause some regions are characterized by two or four 
seasons , while in some areas they are not clearly 
distinguishable. 
T he annual river Clow seems to be the only 
variable which satisfies all meteorologic and hydro -
logic requirements . The annual flow is defined as the 
flow averaged over a water year which starts usually 
fro m October I to September 30 of the next cal endar 
year. This tim e unit generally coincides with the 
complete hydrologic annual cycle , which is an 
additional advantage since it covers all physical pro-
cesses of seasonal nature. For the purposes of this 
study, the annual river flow is , therefore, the main 
and only variable to be considered in the evaluation of 
weather modification. The other variables of river 
flows based on shorter time units could be studied but 
it would require a more elaborate approach. They 
are not investigated in this study . 
3. Selection of statistics . Some previous evalu-
ation projects have shown an increase in precipitation 
and hence in river flow caused by the cloud seeding 
operations . Others have failed to show any increase. 
Most of these projects have used small samples or 
short observation periods. Engineers and economists 
dealing with development and management of water 
resources are primarily interested in one question, 
"Is there any increase in water yield in a long run 
because of the cloud seeding?" To answer this ques-
tion the annual river flow is the most adequate variable 
to s tudy and the mean river flow averaged over a 
period of years is the most important statistic to be 
tested in an evaluation project. Its incr ease is the 
main goal of almost all weather modification experi-
ments . 
The second important statistic is the variance 
of annual river flows. Is there !lny significant change 
in the variance of river flow from seeded river basins 
which would indicate time and eventually space redis-
tribution of flows? This variance would have an effect 
on storage reservoirs necessary to provide an adequate 
water supply. 
The mean and variance, therefore, will be 
treated as the key statistics for the test of significance. 
The others , such as the median, mode, coefficient of 
variation, skewness, kurtosis , etc., are of secondary 
importance . However, some composite s t atistics 
involving sample and population means and variances 
could be important in performing statistical tests of 
significanc e . Also, if data from more than one water -
shed are used in the evaluation process , involVing 
some composite or JOint mathematical-statistical 
models , the correlation coefficient will then be a 
valuable statistic. These are the statistics which 
cou ld be used. The mean and variance must be tested 
for significance , because of their importance in water 
resources. 
4. General concept s . Depending upon the availa-
bility of annual river flow data from treated or target 
watershed, and from untreated or control wat ersheds , 
the basic concepts of methods of evaluation have been 
classified as target and target-control. The main 
characteristics, advantages, and dis advantages under-
lying each of these two approaches are briefly analyzed. 
4.1 Target concept - Only two sets of annual 
river flow observations from the target waterShed are 
available. These include the sample of annual obser-
vations prior to any artificial intervention which took 
place and a sample of annual observations during the 
cloud seeding operations. According to this concept, 
the untreated or past data serves as a standard for 
comparison against the present data from the seeded 
period. 
The power of statistical tests based on this 
concept is directly a function of the length of obser-
vation period in both nonseeded and seeded periods, 
and in the natural variability of river flows. The 
longer the period of observation, the smaller the 
variability, which allows a better discrimination of 
eyentu<l.l change due to the cloud seeding experiments . 
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As a rule, the sample sizes of annual river flow are 
relatively small and the flow variability relatively 
high. ThereforE, less chance of detecting changes 
is attached to the method of testing based on this 
conce:pt . 
4.2. Target - control concept - The basic idea 
characterizing this concept Ues in the relation of 
annual river flows from a treated or target water-
s hed to those from an adjacent and untreated water-
Shed . The latter serves as a control to the previous 
watershed since its flows are not affected by the cloud 
seeding operations. 
This concept requires four sampl es of data: 
two se ts of annual observations, for nonseeded and 
seeded periods, fro m the target watershed, and two 
similar sets of observations corresponding to non-
seeded and seeded periods of the target waterShed, 
but from the control watershed. In order for this 
concept to be correct and reliable, some conditions 
must be satisfied. It is assumed that the annual river 
flows from the target and control watersheds are 
highly corr elated and thus s tocha stically dependent. 
The higher this dependence (the correlation coefficient 
between the target and control river flows), the larger 
the discriminating power of statistical tests based on 
this concept. Therefore, high correlation coefficients 
are deSirable. To achieve this, the control watershed 
has to be as close to the target watershed as possible, 
because the correlation coefficient decreases with the 
distance between the centers of the two watersheds [16]. 
However, it is also known that as a result of so called 
residual or carryover effect, caused by the· seeding 
of the target watershed, t he surrounding areas cou ld 
be co ntaminated by artificial condensation nuclei [17]. 
Therefore , the control watershed should be suffiCiently 
far from the target watershed to avoid possible con 4 
tamination. In other words, the control water shed 
should be as close as possible to the target to provide 
a high correlation, and as far as possible to avoid 
possible contamination from seeding. These two con -
flecting requirements should be carefully conSidered 
in the process of selecting the control watershed. 
When the above conditions have been satis-
fied, any significant difference in annual river flows 
resulting from the relation between the two water-
sheds , beyond that associat ed with a natural variation 
of river flow data, could be attached to the cloud seed -
i ng effect. 
The statistical methods of evaluation based 
on this concept are expected to be superior to those 
developed on the basis of target concept alone . The 
main advantage of the target-control concept lies in 
the fact that additional information from the control 
watersheds can be used to discriminate the change . 
That is, what is not available in tim e and in target 
watershed is available in space around target or in 
control watersh eds. The idea of time-space trade 
has been employed in order to obtain more information 
about past and present change of the target variable . 
5. Test and level of Significance. All statistical 
methods of evaluahon developed in accordance with 
the conditions stat ed earlier should be tested under 
reasonable working hypotheses. Since the main goal 
of weather modification is to increase the present 
water yield, it would be logical to postulate the null 
hypothesis, 
There is no change in mean water yield 
due to the weather modification expert -
m e nts. 
Then, testi ng this against the alternative hypothesis, 
H : There is an increase in mean water yield 
a caused by weather modification experiments. 
Under these two working hypotheses, there is no 
place for any decrease in mean water yield; therefore, 
the upper one-tailed or one· sided test is implied. 
With respect to detectability , this type of test, which 
is superior to two-tailed tests, is a desirable prop-
erty for this particular type of evaluation approach . 
In order to perform the above test, the criterion 
for accepting the null hypothesis and rejecting the 
alternative or vice_versa is ne eded. The so-called 
region of acceptance must be defined in such a way 
that when the observation under consideration [aIls in 
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that region, then the null hypothesis is a ccepted. If 
the null hypothesis is rejected, the n the observation 
falls in another region complementary to the first one. 
This is called the r egion of r ej ection. When the null 
hypothesis is rejected as false when it is true, the 
error committed is known as an error of the first 
kind. This error may be comm itted occasionally, but 
within a small fraction, a-, of the time. T he numer-
ical value o f a is called the level of significance of 
the statistical test and is usually of the order 0.01 
or 0.05 [ t 81. As can be seen, the level of Signifi-
canc e represents the probability of a particular 
class of events. For the purpose of this study , this 
probability or the level of significance has been 
chosen to be a " 0.05 , or the most commonly used 
level in applied hydrology. 
CHAPTER IV 
METHODS OF STATISTICAL EVALUATION 
B a sed on the desirable properties, on selected 
variable and statistics , and according to t he general 
concepts described in the previous chapter, sixmeth-
ods of statistical evaluation of weather modification 
aN! employed at the river now control level. Besides 
the evaluation as a main goal of these methods, two 
other aspects of methods are also emphasized in this 
report: first, the illustration of the detectability of 
statistical tests whe n univariate, joint bivariate , and 
conditional statistical models are used; and second, 
the demonstration of the differe nce in the results of 
evaluation whe n the population parameters are con-
s idered known and unknown, that is , when an approxi-
mate instead of an exact distribution is used. 
The first two oC these six methods of evaluation are 
characterized by the use of univariate diStributionS 
of annual river flows in a target watershe d, one method 
dealing with known a nd the other with unknown popu -
lation parameters . T he second two methods are 
charact erized by the use of a joint bivariate distribu-
tion o f annual river flows in a target and control 
watersheds, again one dealing with known and the 
other with unknown population parameters. The third 
two metbods are characterized by the use of condi-
tional distributions of annual river flows in a target 
watershed given those in a cont r ol watershed. The 
basic derivations and descriptions of these methods 
are given below. 
1. Target sam ple u - test. Let Q Ii (i-I, Z, 3, ... n) 
denote the annual river now observed at a river gag-
ing station registering the runoff drained from the 
target watershed in the period prior to seeding, a nd 
Q l j (jz l , Z, 3, . .. m) denote that in the period of the 
c:loud seedin" experiment s . Then, the nonseeded 
and seeded means of annual river flows are: 
, I " .-I n 
'" • .!. I m 
m 
,!: Q I J· ; 
J · I 
the nonseeded and seeded period variance s are; 
I n , , > (Q1C ~1)1 a I n i- I 
I m . ' > (Q l f Qi)l I m j* 1 
(I) 
(') 
When the nonseeded period of observation is very long, 
that is, when the sample size n tends to infinity, then 
the sample mean , jj I' appr oaches the population mean. 
Ill ' and the sam ple variance, ;'1 ' approaches the 
population variance, CT~ . of the nonseeded a nnual 
river flo ws. 
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The object of this test is to compare the seeded 
period mean river flow of a target watershed with the 
population mean of nonseeded river flows , fig. 4. 
.. -I : "" , , - "'-Fig. 4 Graphical illustration of target mean river 
flow analysis Cor T ariet sample u-test 
More specifically, it refers to the difference in means 
and , if any , in the estimate of the Size oft he difference 
in means. It cannot be expected that the solution will 
provide the exact value of the unknown true difference. 
However, one might hope to be able to find aconCidence 
limit within which the exact value is certain to lie with 
the chosen deg r ee of certainty or the confide nce proba-
bility. If the deiree of certainty is dec reased by 
lowering the confidence probability, the confidence 
limits are narrowed. If the probability is raised 
closer to the certainty, the confidence limits steadily 
widen. The s tatistical solution to the problem oC 
estimation consists of a statement that the true mean 
difference lies within certain limits , plus a probability 
that the statement is correct [19] . 
The basic assumptions underlying the u-test 
are; (a) the annual river flows oC the target watershed 
are normally distributed; (b) the annual observations 
are stochastically independent; and (c) the population 
parameters are known. The normality of distribution 
of annual river flows is not always satisfied , since 
there is no si ngle prObability density function which 
wou ld best fit t he distribution of annua l river flows 
under a variety r::A climatic and physiographic con -
ditions [ZO). Therefore, the normality condition 
should be proven in each speCific case. Nevertheless, 
the condition of normality as an initial assumption 
generally holds. It has been shown that on an average 
of about 7Z per cent of 446 samples the annual river 
nows a r e normally distributed with O. 95 confidence 
probability (ZO J • 
The assumption of stochastic independence of 
annual observations is usually j ustified. A serial 
cor rel ation analysis of a large number of annual river 
flow samples has shown that there is no statistical or 
other evidence oC any deterministic (cyclic) movement 
in the sequences of annual flows [Z I ] which indicates 
a very weak dependence. Hence, the fi r st two basic 
assumptions can be generally satis fi ed. 
The assumption of the known popul.ation parame-
ters usually does not apply. As a rule, in the case of 
river flows , the population parameters are unknown. 
First, because there is no very long period of obser-
vation of river flows anywhere in the world. Second, 
even if there were, the population parameters would 
still remain questionable because of the physiographic 
changes in a waterShed with time. For practical pur -
poses, however, satisfac tory results can be obtained 
with nonseeded sample sizes of 100 or more years of 
observation . 
Supposing that all three basic assumptions are 
satisfied, the seeded period mean, <:! I' of m stochas-
tically independent annual observations from a normal-
ly distributed population with parameters, '" I and !T~, 
is also normally distributed around the mean, "', with 
variance , !T ~ /m . Hence , it follows that the observed 
standardized unit normal deviate , 
u 
o 'I 
u (0 , I) (3) 
is normally di s tribute d about 0 mean with variance 1: 
flu) .-_1-r;:; 
_ II u 2 . " '" . (4) 
To test if there is any difference in means of 
river flows caused by weather modification experi-
ments , th e following working hypotheses are postu-
lated: 
Ho: There is no difference in -means , 
Ha: The seeded pe r iod mean is gre ater than 
the nonseeded period mean. 
According to these working hypotheses , the true mean 
population difference is postulated to be equal to or 
greater than zero, and the one-sided u-test is required 
Under the null hypothesis, the following equality of 
probabilities should be satisfied: 
where u t _a 
stands for the critical value of u at the 
assigned level of Significance, a , fig. 5. The values 
of the integral in eq. (5) for various levels of Signifi -
cance are tabulated in many places [1 8 , etc.]. From 
eq. (5). it follows that the null hypothesis should be 
accepted at th e assigned level of significance, a , if 
(6) 
and rejected at the same level of significance if other-
wise, fig . 5. 
F rom the probab1lity statement in eq. (5) the 
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Fig. 5 Frequency curve of normal dis tribution used 
for Target sample u-test 
-Q - " +u 10' - ' 1 I-a P) 
By solving this equation for b " Q1 - ~ I' the length of 
experimentatIon, m
b
, necessary t o detect the desired 
mean difference, b, can be found: 
(6) 
The upper confidence limit and the graphical deter-
mination of the period of experimentation are illus-
trat ed in fig . 4. 
2. Target double sample t - test . The object of 
this test is to compare the mean river flows of a 
tar get watershed for nonseeded and seeded periods. 
The basic assumptions underlying this test are: (a) 
the annual river flows of a target watershed are nor-
mally di stributed; (b) the annual observations are 
stochastically inde pendent; (c) the population parame-
te r s are unknown; and (d) the variances of annual 
river flows in the nonseeded and seeded periods are 
equal. 
The first two assumptions were discussed in 
the previous test. The only addition would be that it 
has been already shown that the double sample t-test 
is robust or insensitive with respect to mild depar-
tures from normality [18]. The assumption of un -
known population parameters holds very well for all 
practical purposes. When dealing with river flows, 
these parameters are usually unknown and are re-
placed by their best estimator s from the observed 
samples. However, the double sample t-test ls ve ry 
sensiti ve to the assumption that the sample variances 
come fro m a common population. Fortunately, this 
test could be made insensitive to departures from the 
equality of variances by using equal sample sizes. 
In the case for significant departures, an alternate 
t-test of unequal variances can be used [18]. Hence, 
all baSic assumptions can be generally satisfied and 
the double sample t-test can be applied to annual river 
flows. 
T wo populations of annual river flows for noo -
seeded and seeded periods are involved in this test, 
with two unknown population means, "'1 and "'IS' and 
two unknown population varian ces, !Tt and !T~s' In 
order to provide the information about a difference 
in two population paramete r s, two samples of ob -
served rive r flows are available. These are samples 
of nonseeded and seeded periods of the known sample 
sizes, nand m , two known samples means , III and 
Ql' and two known sample variances , ;y~ and s~. 
fig. 6. 
Fig. 6 Graphical illustration of mean river flows for 
Target double sample t - test 
To test the difference in the population means , 
one must first decide upon the population variances. 
2.1 Test for e9ualit:h0f variances . This test 
is to decide between the nu and alternative hypothe -
ses, postu lated as 
.' 1 
Under the null hypothesis , the population variances 
of river flows for both the nonseeded and seeded 
periods are equal. Since they are unknown, the esti-
mated values from observed samples will be used. 
These are the independent and unbiased sample esti -
m ators, the nonseeded and seeded period unbiased 
sample variances; 
1 
-;:n:-r- (Q ?'. ) Z "'.-.2!!.- s~ t j - "<I m - I 1 (9) 
These estimators of O'~ and O'"~s are in fact two 
estimators of the same population parameter under 
the null hypothesis, based on the n - 1 and m - I 
degrees of freedom , respectively. Each of these 
two estimators is distributed as Chi-square distri-
bution with the same number of degrees of freedom 
in the eS';imators [18]. The ratio of the seeded un-
biased va:riance estimator and the nonseeded un-




X Is X Is .' Is ~ m - l 
.' 1 X' 1 
Wi 
'" F (m - l, n-I) 
m 
rn=t " 1 
n " n:T • 1 
( 10) 
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and Xli and X21 s a re the nonseeded and seeded 
sample chi -squares associated with the sums of 
squares in eq . (9) , and distributed as the Chi - square 
distribution with n-I and m-I degrees of f reedom . 
Eq. (10) indicates that the variance ratio is F - distri -
button with m-I and n-l degrees of freedom , one 
for the num~rator sample variance and one for th e 
denominator sample variance . The distribution of 
chi- square and the ratio of two chi - squares are known, 
and F can be found. Since Xl is always positive, F 
is distributed from zero to infinity, with the proba-
bility density function defined as 
m - \ m-3 
r lm + n - z) ----y -,-
l m-I F 
n.:!!..:.!. )r(!!:..!.) (Wi) -I m + n - 2 
Z 2 (1+~_1 F) Z 
l( F) 
m> I; n>l; OS: FS: CD ( tI) 
where r stands for the Gamma function [22] . 
To test the equality of population variances 
under the null hypothesis against the alternative 
hypothesis, the one - Sided test is required and the 
following probability equality should be sat isfied; 
" I < F (m- I n-I)I~ E(Sl)"<71 :><7~. 
"l I-a ' m-I 1 Is I 
• 1 
F I-Q' J rtF) d F = I-a 
o 
Here E denotes the expected value and F I-Q' the 
critical value of F at the level of significance a . 
( I Z) 
For practical purposes , the integral in eq . (12) does 
not need to be evaluated, since its values for different 
degrees of freedom and various levels of significance 
are extensively tabulated in many places [18, etc.] . 
Hence, the null hypothesis is accepted at the assigned 
level of s ignifi cance a, fig. 7, if : 
FO ~ F I _a 
(m- l , n-I) ( 13) 
This would mean that there is no significant difference 
between the variances of annual river flows for non-
seeded and seeded periods. Otherwise, the null 
hypothesis would be rejected at the same level of 
significance a . 
Depending upon the result of the t est of equal-
ity of variances, the double sample t - test may be per-
formed in two ways . 
Z. Z Test for mean difference with e ual vari· 
ances . To exam ne t e popu ation mean if erence 
and to estimate the range of plausible values fo r the 
true population mean difference, one must again 







Fig. 7 F requency curve of F-di s tribution with m-l 
and n - I degrees of freedom used for the Test 
for equality of variances of a nnual river flows 
for nonseeded and seeded periods in the target 
watershed 
0 ' J.t I s - /011 o 
/oI I S- /oII > 0 
This can be done by computing and analyzing the unit 
normal deviate. which is known to be normally dis-
tributed, when the population variances of river flo ws 
o r. nonseeded and seeded periods are known. However, 
these are unknown and their best estimators from the 
observed samples should be used. Since the equality 
of the population variances is postulated, the so - called 
pooled variance [18] can be used as: 
(n-t) + (m - l) 
nul + m s 2 
1 1 
n + m - 2 ( 14) 
The obse r ved standard unit deviate can then be defined ., 
~ (1. + .!..)Yz 
II n m 
• t(n~' m-l) (15) 
where t is distributed as I - distribution with n+ m - 2 
deg rees of f reedom In 
f(t) ~ 
-Q)~ t ~Q). ( 16) 
As can be seen, the use of the sample variances 
instead of the population va rianc es imp~es the use 
o f the t-distribution instead of the Normal distribu-
t ion. 
To test the null hypothesis against the 
alternative hypothesis , the one-sided t-test i s re-
quired, si nce the true mean population difference 
is postulated to be equal to Or greater than zero. 
Un der the null hypothesis , the following equality of 
probabilities should be satisfie d : 
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[ 
~l - ZI 
P • ( I I )1.1: ~ {1 -+- I~ 
II n m 
I (n+m-l)lcrl "' {1z=~z . 1.I -1.1]-I-a- I s 1 II ' IS I 
= P [to~ II _a- (n+m - Z)] -J 
. ", 
1 · 0 
f(t) dt = I-a- (17) 
where t l -ct represents the critical value of t at the 
assigned level of significance a- , fig. 8. 
,-
'·":LHt )tt •. 
HI) 
.~>----"'::::.------------~oc_--_+,.---, .. .... -~--, 
Fig. 8 Frequency curve of t-di stribution with n+ m-l 
degrees of fr eedom used for Target double 
sample t-test 
For practical purposes, the values of the 
integral In eq. ( 17) for different numbers ot degrees 
of freedom and various levels of significance are 
extensively tabulated in many publications [18, etc.) , 
From eq. (17) , it 10110,,",s that the null hypothesit; 
should be accepted at the assigned level of signiIi-
cance a- if 
and rejected at the sam e level of significance if 
otherwise. 
( 18) 
Under the null hypothesis, the upper con-
fidence limit fo r the m ean seeded flow can be deter-
mined from the probability statement in eq . (t 7) as 
~, ' Jf.  a + t {1 - . la- /011 1 -a- 1 I m~ ( 19) 
The graphica l illustration of the upper confidence 
limit is give n in Iig. 6. However, one should be able 
to determine the length of the period of c loud seeding 
experi ments necessa ry to detect the desired differe nce 
in mean rive r flOWS,!. By assuming that the variance 
is known and equal to the observed value of a~ I ' then 
the length of period of experiments for I - a- confi-
dence probability is 
(>0) 
As can be noted, this length is pr oportional to the 
squared coefficient of va r iation, and hence, the larger 
the variability of annual river flows or the larger the 
variance and the smaller the increase in m e an, the 
longer the period of experim e ntation necessary to 
detect the change , 
This method of te sting the difference in 
mean river flo ws gives satis factory results only if 
both nonsee ded and seeded periods of observation of 
r iver flows are sufficiently long and have approxi-
mately equal s ample sizes . 
2. 3 T est for mean diffe rence with une ual 
variances . P opu atlOn variances are u nown an 
unequal. In this case a useful approach suggested by 
Welch [2 3] is to make the expect ation an d variance 
of the actual distribution the same as the expectation 
and variance of the approximating distribution as 
indica.ted below: 
" + _I 
n 
A, '. + --n-I 
Based on this concept , the equivalent number of 
degrees of freedom , define d as 
" 
A, 
( • + 2- )l 
m- I n-l 
m 4 .4 e 
, 1 
' 1 ---+ 
(m - I)' (n - l)' 
(2: 1) 
(22:) 
should be introduced into the test. T he unit standard 
de viate is then 
( Z3) 
where the t-like statistic is dis t ributed as t - distrib-
tion with me degrees of freedom . The smallest 
value of me is t he minimum of m - I and n - 1 and 
the highest is m + n - 2 degrees of freedom . 
A fu rther procedure of testing the difference 
between the means of nonseeded and seeded periods is 
identical to that of equal variances described ear lier. 
As in the previous case, satisfactory re-
sults from testing can be obt ained only if both the non-
seeded and seeded periods of observatio n of river 
flows are sufficiently long and have approximately 
equal sample size s, 
3. T a rget - control xl_test . In reference to Chapter 
III, river flo w!:! are generally characterized by the 
variability of sample s tati stics . r elatively small 
sample sizes and unknown population parameters . 
All these characteristics tend t o decrease the sensi -
tivity of a statistical test for difference of means. 
Under such conditions. the only way to increase the 
detectability of t he test i s to use the controL T his c an 
be done by comparing sets of annual river flows for 
nonseeded and seeded periods from the target water-
s hed with those from a n unseeded control watershed 
that i s available in the vicinity of the target basin. 
The basic assum ptions underlying this test are: 
(a) the t arget and control annual river flows are not 
stochastically independent but are highly correlated, 
with the popula tion correlation coefficient characte ri-
zing their dependence; and (b) the target and control 
annual r iver flows are bivariate normally distributed. 
These assumptions must be satisfi e d and their justi fi-
cation must be proven in each particular case. 
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be the annual nonseeded and seeded river 
flows with the sample means al and «:!I respectively 
from the target wate rshed. Let J..!1 be the population 
mean and O'"~ the population variance of both nonseeded 
and seeded target river flows under the hypothesis 
that the seeding experiments have no effect whatsoever. 
Similarly . let Q Zi (i - I. 2: . 3 •... n) and QZj (j - I . 2. 
3 ••.. m) denote the a nnual river flows for the periods 
of control watershed corresponding to the nonseeded 
and seeded periods of the target basin. And. let J.i
2 
be the population mean and O'"~ the population variance 
(fig. 9) , The nonseeded and seeded period means of 
the contr ol watershed are then 
.... . .L 
" , n 
and the sample variances are 
,. 
0, 
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(24) 
(25) 
Fig. 9 Graphical i llustration of mean river flows for 
the Target-control xl-test with the mean for 
seeded period s m aller or greater than the 
mean for the nonseeded period. 
The dependence between the target and control water-
shed river flows in the joint population distribution 
is characterized by the populatioIo n correlation coeffi -
c ie nt, p. The nonseeded and seeded period sample 
correlation coefficients are defined as: 
(26) 
m sl s2 
The joint target-control distribut ion of 
sample mean river flows in the seeded period can be 
ex pr essed as Bivar iate normal [24J in 
(27) 
The constant C t is the well known constant term in 
the Bivariate normal distribution with parameters 
/.'1 ' /.'2 ; O"~fm . O"z/m; p. 
3. 2 Confidence region. It has already been 
shown [25J that the exponential part of eq. (27)has the 
known Chi-squar e distribution with two degrees of 
freedom , 1. e. , 
x' o . , p + 
(26) 
T he probability density function of the Chi - squar e 
distribution with " and also with 2 degrees of freedom 
is 
• I .X 
" leT (29) 
Taking X1 (2) as a cons t ant for a given bivariate popu -
la t ion, eq . (28) then repre sents at the same tim e t he 
equation of the contou r ellipse of the distribution sur -
face in the Q t' Q 2 - pla ne corresponding to the jOint 
density functio n of the sample mean s defined by 
eq. (27) . Since the constant can be any positive value. 
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the constant X~ -0- (2) can be assigned t o correspond 
to the I-a confidence probability. In other words , 
the probability that the observed point of the target -
control seeded means, ~\ , QZ ' will fall within such 
a contour ellipse is 
• 
x~ ~X~ _ a(Z)}" J1-0- f(xl)dxl~l-a . (30) 
o 
He re 0 stands for the level of significance deSired, 
and the value of the integral for various numbers of 
degrees of free dom is tabulated in many places [ 16, 
Z5, etc.] . 
The above relation provides the basis for 
calculating contour ellipses which represent the con -
fidence regions for variOus levels of the confidence 
probabilities, 1 -0-. However, the equation of the 
contour ellipse , as expressed in the above relation, 
is complicated. It can be Simplified by means of a 
linear (or thogonal) transformation of variables. The 
target and control annual river flows, Q I and QZ' can 
be r eplaced by two ne w variables, qj and qz respec-
tively , by means of relations [Z5] 
The new ql' qz - coordina te system being obviously 
tran s latory displaced to the origin at the point QI' 
Qz "/.'1 ' /.' 2. a nd rotated through an angle ~ in the 
QI ' QZ - syStem, fig. 10. 
0, (<10 ) 
I 2&,1\..... ~ ,"'''' ' r-.-.-... -.--....... :~···-r 
i ---1-----· __ ·-
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Fig. 10 Confidence ellipse with correlation coeffi-
cient p a nd confidence probability I - 0-
used fo r the T arget -control xLtest 
( 31) 
As a consequence of this t ransformation, the depen -
ent target -cont r ol annual flows , Q 1 and QZ ' a r e t rans -
formed into independent variables q l and qz' and the 
equation of the contour ellipse becomes 
for a given confidence probability, I -a. 






variables, and can be determined from the relations : 
('q + . )' .' + .' + Z(f (f ~ q, , , , , , 
(. q . )' .' + q, , . ', -ZITIf~ , , (33) , 
The center of the confidence ellipse is thu s 
the point Q I ' QZ ~ /.' 1' /.'z)· The ellipse itself is 
inscribed in a rectangle with the same ce nter (u I' /.' Z) 
and with sides of length: 
Z(f , XI _a(Z) 
gz • Zl1z XI _ut Z) (34) 
The lengths of the sides are independent of the corre -
lation coefficient, p. The lengths of the major and 
minor semi-axes dep(:nd on (f\, (fZ ' p, and XI_et(Z) 
and can be determined from eq. (3Z): 
XI-a (Z) 
(35) 
The location of the major axis depends on both stand-
ard deviations , 11, and (fZ ' and the correlation coef-
ficient, p, and is defined by the center point /.' I ' /.' Z 
snd the angle of rotation, !;, [Z5J , where 
• 00; t • 
When p • 0 the axes of the confidence ellipse are 
parallel to the axes of the coordinate system. The 
major axis is parallel to the Q j - axis If IT I > (f Z' 
(36) 
and it is parallel to the QZ - axis if (f I < 11 Z. However, 
if in addltion, 11 I • IT Z' then the ellipse reduces to a 
circle. But, when p f 0, the axes of the coniidence 
ellipse are not parallel to the axes of the coordinate 
system . The major axiS has a positive s lope when 
o < p < I and a negative slope when -1 < P < O. 
For Ipl • I, the ellipse degenerates into a straight 
line. He nce , fordilferent IT I , (fZ' P. and XI-a' 
the confidence regions are of different shapes, 
Indicating the type of scatter of point s Q j , QZ taken 
from a bivariate nor mal population. T he major axis 
of the confidence ellipse represents at the same time 
the orthogonal mean square regression line . Thi s is 
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the line that closely fits the tariet-control distri-
bution, when deviations are measured orthogonally. 
3. 3 Test of Significance . When the confidence 
ellipse defined by eq. pi) Is computed for a given 
set of data and plotted in the Q
j
, Qz - plane , then 
the simplest way of testing the seeded target and 
control means is to plot their observed value on the 
same graph. If the observed point i:!I ' Qz falls 
inside the confidence ellipse , fig . 10, this means that 
the r e is no significant effect of cloud s eeding opera-
tions on the mean target flow. If It falls outside of 
the confidence ellipse to the right of the major axis, 
the significant effect of cloud seeding could be attrib-
uted to the increase of mean river flow by seedIng 
operations . 
Another way of testini the eventual change 
in means 1s to employ the relationship from eq . (30) . 
If ql is to the left of the major axis or if the value o f 
chi - square computed by eq . (Z8) for a given set of 
data is smaller than the value of chi -square corres -
pondi"i to two deirees of freedom and the preassigned 
confidence probability, I - Z a , then, 
x'<x' (') o - t - Za • (37) 
and the test is nonsignificant (fig. II). 
'_. 
, ·2 .. • f II~· I.~· 
Fig. 11 Chi - square frequency curve with two degrees 
of freedom used for Target-control xl_test 
If otherwise , the te s t would be s ignificant. indicating 
an apparent increase in mean river flow, at the cr 
level, attributable to the cloud seeding experiments . 
Here , Za instead of a indicates the use o f one -
sided or the upper one - tailed test. as implied by the 
working hypothesis . 
3.4 Test for bivariate normality. This could 
be done either by aniiysis of ungrouped observations 
when dealing with small samples or by analysis of 
grouped observations when dealing with moderate nnd 
large samples. As Car as the annual flows are con-
cerned, the smail samples predominate and there Core 
ungrouped observation analySiS is a logical appr oach. 
For a set of two - dimensional obse r vations , 
the fi rst way of testing whether their joint distribution 
function cou ld be a bivariate normal is to examine the 
individual marginal distributions . This can be done 
either graphically or analytically. If the marginal 
distributions are not normal, then the joint distribu-
tion cannot be bivariate normal. In that case , the 
observed distribution may be transCorm ed to show the 
observed river flows as being normally dis t ributed. 
However. even 1r th e marginal distributions 
are normal, their joint distribution may not be 
i 
I 
bivariate normal. Further tests are still needed to 
confirm the postulated bivariate normality, a con-
firmation which would justify the validity of the test 
for mean difference . 
The individual pairs of target-control 
annual flows Q!i' Q Zi are bivariate normally diS-
tributed and the quantity similar to that in eq. (Z8) , 
+ 
(38) 
is distributed as Chi-square distribution with two 
degrees of freedom. Since n paired observations are 
available, one can obtain n observed chi-squares, 
rank them in the order of magnitude x~, x~, .... 
xi, .... x~, and compare them with the correspond-
ing theoretical distribution. According to eq. (29). 
th e latter can be expressed in terms of probabilities : 
P[Xf(2)] 
x~ (2) l 
, - X 
1- i J e 2 dXz 
° 
(39) 
o r in a more useful form 
log {l-P [x: (2)]}-
-0.217 X 2i (2) . (40) 
Since the observed sampl e cumulative distribution 
function [25] is 
P oi (41) 
then according to eq . (40). Xzi and (n-i+ 1/2) In, when 
plotted on semi - logarithmic paper, will be randomly 
distributed about a straight line through the point 0, 1 
with slope -0.217 , fig. 12. 
4. Target-control T Z - test. The basic concept of 
this method is similar to that of the previous method 
when the population parameters were known. How-
ever, the population parameters are considered here 
as unknown, as i s usually the case when one is deal-
ing with river nows. The use of the estimators 
inst ead of the parameters implies one should use the 
F - distribution instead of the Chi-squa re di s tribution. 
Depending upon the equality of covariances of non-
see ded and seeded period flows , there are three ways 
of te s tini the difference in means. 
4. I E ual co variances USln ooled estimators. 
There is no Iscerm e 1 erence ei ween the 
covariances of the nonseeded and seeded periods. 
This implies the use of the pooled variances and 
coefficient of correlation from the combined period 
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Fig. 12 Relation between cumulative frequencies and 
chi - squares for Chi-square distribution with 
two degrees of freedom, used in Test for 
bivariate normality of target - control annual 
river flows 
parameters. The pooled variance for the target 
watershed was defined by eq. (14). As in eq. (14) 
the pooled variance of the combined nonseeded and 
seeded periods for the control watershed is 
(n - I) + (m - 1) 
n+ m - Z 
.. , 
np"'l "'z + mrs l Sz 
(n+m - Z) &t1~22 
Introducing the true difference in the 
means of the two periods, 6 1 for the target and 62 
(42) 
(43) 
for the control watershed, the exponential quadratic 
in eq. (27) may be replaced by: 
_Zn+m -Z 
- n + m - 3 F (Z, n + m - 3). (4 4) 
This statistic, known as Hotelling's Tl [Z6], is dis-
tributed as an F - statistic with Z and n+ m - 3 
degrees of f reedom . Here, O2 "'0 since there are 
no seeding experiments in the control watershed , 
and °1 is ,;:et equal to zero in accordance with the 
null hypothesis. A test based on Tl would be re-
garded significant a t the 0" level with the given 
alt ernative in mind if (QI - £1 1) fell to the right of 
the major axis of the confidence ellipse in eq. (44) 
with °1, 6 2 zero and s imultaneously 
T! n+m-3 




Q -~ l 
__ (_ 1 _ _ 1) -21) 
l _pl ;} 
1 
2 n - I 
n-T F(2,n-Z) (46) 
and it is , with proper adjustment, di stributed all F 
with 2 and n - Z degrees of freedom . A te st based 
on T l would be regarded significant at the 0" leve l 
if Q
I 
-~I fell to the right of the major a xiS of 




ze r o and Simultan eously 
'(47) 
4.3 Equal cova riances u llin~ esti m ator s from 
the seeded period . In analogy wit th e previous case, 
t he statistic 
?i." -"?i." n(m -I) I [ ~ I -/-II ~ Q I -$.I I \oi Z -/-IZ . . - - (--) -2r ( )(--I + 
n +m l _r1 8 1 s l 8 Z 
F( Z, m-Z) . (4 8) 
with proper a djustment , is distributed as F with Z and 
m - Z degrees of freedom. Again, t h e.Jest would be 
r egarded signifi cant at the 0" level if Q I - ~ I ' feU to 
the right of the major axis of eq. (48) with 6 1, 0z 
zero and simultaneously 
Tl m - Z > F (2 21 Z m _ I I _ 20 ' m - . (4 9) 
Here, as before , F I _ 20 stands for the critical 
value of F for the corre s ponding F - distribution and 
is tabulated in many placed {18, etc . ) . 
All three of the above cases c ould betested 
graphically by e mploying the confidence ellips~ de-
rived in a manner si mil a r to that desc r ibed 1n Section 
3. 2. In this case, the observed value o!the Hot e lling ' s 
T l must be u sed instead of the obse rved value of the 
xZ, and the F - distribution I'd. th proper adjustment 
instead of the Chi-square distribution. The graphical 
procedure of the test of significance is then identical 
to that described i n Section 3. 3. 
5. Target - control likelihood ratio - test. The 
joint biva ri ate normal distrlbutlon lunction of the 
n nonseeded and m seeded annual river Hows in the 
t arget watershed when conditioned by those in the 
control watershed is 
n m 
n r IT r 
i,"lnj_ l m 
If one applies the likelihood ratio procedure to 
this distribution to test Ho: 6 t ,. 0 against Ha: 6 t I 0 , 
he must evaluate the ratio 
n 
n f 
1: 1 n 
(5 1) 
wher e " indi cates a maximum likelihood estimator 
when 6
1 
"' 0 and 1\ indicates a. m aximum likelihood 
estimator when 6 1 is unknown, and f3 1 Z is the 
coefficient of regreSSion. It 1s well known in1 that 
the above criterion reduces to a ratio of an adjusted 
r egreSSion sum of squares to the residual sum of 
squares . By taking the unsigned square root of the 
likelihood ratio, the following statistic is obtained' 
.[= + nm (5Z) 
Thi s is a t - like statistic and has a t -dist ribution with 
n + m - 3 degrees of fre edom. Therefore. to test the 
null hypothesis . the c riterion, 
(53) 
must be satisfied, meaning that ther e Is no significant 
difference in means of nonseeded and seeded period 
river flows caus ed by the weather modification 
experiments. 
6. Condi tional target-control 1jltz test. The tar-
get-control concept is applied again in the develop-
ment of this test. Th e basic Idea i s to develop the 
joint distribution of target and control annual river 
flows in the seeded period by using the sample statis -
tics as the best estimators of unknown population 
parameters. When the joint distribution is we ll de-
fined , the marginal and conditional distributions can 
be derived without any difficulty. 
F our sets o f river flow data are required to 
provide the necessary information to define this 
mathematical-statistical model. These i nclude two 
samples of annual flows from target and two samples 
fr om control wate r sheds. Each watershed is r epre-
sented by one sample from a nonseeded and one from 
a seeded period (hi. 9). 
Both target and control river flows are supposed 
to be normally distributed with the population-means , 
1.11 and I.IZ' and variances . (fll and (f Z. T he joint 
target-control flow distribution is taken to be bivari -
ate normal with the parameter p, the population 
correlation coefficient between target and control 
annual flows in the distribution, in addition to the 
above parameters. All these distributions are postu-
lated under the assumption that no change is caused 
by the we ather m odifi cation experiments. 
6 . I Deri vation of joint target-control distri -
bution. Let Q,. and Q, . still denote the annual river 
-- , J 
flows observed at a ri ver gaging station of a target 
watershed in a nonseeded and seeded period. Simi-
lady, let QZi and QZj denote the corresponding 
annual river flow s observed at a river gaging s tation 
of a control watershed. The n the joint target- control 
cum ulative distribution function m ay be written in the 
differentlallorm a s: 
where dF represents the probability that any obse rved 
paired annual now will fall in to the region dQI dQZ 
[Z6] . and C 1 r epresents th e constant t erm in the 
bivariate normal distribution. 
Suppose now that the observed seeded 
sam ple of size m of paired target - cont rol annual 
observations Q 1j' Q Zj is randomly drawn from an 
infinite bivariate normal population. Then the joi nt 
target- control cumulative distribution function of m 
23 
paired sample values Q 11 QZ1' Q I Z QU' ... , 
Qlm Q Zm Is [Z4J 
which states the pr ob ability that m pairs of target -
control annual flows will fall within their specified 
di!!erential elements in Z m - dimensional spa ce . 
As can be seen, the exponent of this Z m -
dimenSional spac e distribution function is expressed 
solely in terms of five population parameters which 
are unknown constants for t wo rive r flow popu latio ns . 
It is best to e liminate or r eplace these parameters , 
by using some statistical properties and sample 
s tatistics obtained from obse rved data. It is also 
desirable to lower this unimaginable distribution 
dimensionality by substituting the variables Q
1 
and 
Qz for their corresponding sample statistics . deCined 
in eqs. ( 1) . (2). (Z4). (Z5) , and (Z6). T o do this, 
three terms in the exponent of eq . (55) should first 
be replaced by their equivalent expressions . These 
are obtai ned by simply conSider ing the departure of 
an observation from its population mean as the sum 
of two departures [24], thi s from its sample m e an 
and that of the sample mean from its population m ea n. 
The equivalent expression for the first term is thus: 
(56) 
the cross - product term vanishing Since by definition 
of a s a mple mean 1: (Q I (~t). O. The second term 
in the exponent can also be resolved into the form 
the cross-product terms vanishing again for th e sam e 
reason as above. The third term in the exponent can 
then be written directly by analogy with the first te rm .. 
(58) 
The exponent 01 the 2 m - dimensional space distri-
bution can now be expressed solely in terms 01 live 
flOpulation parameters and five corresponding sample 
s tatistics. 
Now, the differential part 01 the hyperspace 
distribution runc tion, which represents the dillerential 
element 01 volume in 2 m - dimensional space, can be 
expressed in terms of five sample statistics. Through 
use 01 a geometrical approach, it has been sho wn 
[24, lSJ that the total element of the volume or the 
differential part of the hyperspace distribution func -
tion is proportional to: 
m-' 
SSt m - 2s.z m-2(t_r2~ ~ d~dSl dSzdr (59) 
where C 2 represents the constant 01 proportionality 
to be considered later. 
Inserting e qs. (56). (57), (58). and (59) into 
eq. (55). then Simplifying a nd grouping similar terms, 
the joint target-control distribution function becomes: 
(60) 
As is obvious, eq . (60) may be factorized 
into two entirely independent parts , one containing 
only ~ and Q 2 and the other only S t' s2' and r. 
Thus, in normal samples the distribution of means is 
completely independent of that of the variances and 
the covariance, a situation which is a characteristic 
property of multivariate normality [24] . In view of 
that independence, the constants C 1 and C 2 can be 
evaluated by applying a probability condition: 
m 
J dF(Qt , Q2, St, Sz , T;I..I i ,,:.I2'cr!,O'Z'p) " 1 
-00 
(61) 
Therefore, the constant C 1 can be determined from 
the first lactor and the constant C Z lrom the second 
factor. Each of the factorized part s in eq. (60) 
'4 
satisfies the basic probability condition required by 
eq. (61). 
The solution of the lirst integral in eq. (61) 
containing only Q
1 
and ~z variables [i]. 
00 00 00 
j dF "'e r Jex.!-_m_[(C1,-", i' -1 ~ lZ(l-p~) 0'1 
-00 -co -00 
-" (""1-'II -'-l -!{--'·-') J dQ 1'1_" Q _" i5-~ '} 
o , O'z cr z 1 






The soluti on of the second integral in eq. 
(61) containing only si ' sz' and r [1] , 







Once the constants C t and C 2 have been 
determined , the joint target-control distribution 





Now, the target and control t - statlstics , 
the main subject of the final test of significance for 
the difference of means, de fined as 
(67) 
may be int roduced into analysis . Here m -I instead 
of m indicates the use of the unbiased sample stan-
dard deviation. Equation (67) yields 




Q -" • , , " --- t v;;;:i 2 






J m -I 
The above substitutions reduce eq . (66) to: 
mm 
dF(tl, tz, s l, sZ, r;"'j''''Z ' p) - m exp 
Z1rZ(m-I):r~z~ 1 -~)-znm -z) 
This i s the basic form of the joint target - control sam-
pling distribution employed further in deriving the 
marginal distribution of t l , t z - set of variables with 
the parameter p, which will later be replaced by its 
best estimate from t he sample observations. To 
obtain this, eq . (68) must be integrated wit h r espect 
t o all other variables over their existing ranges: 
T his equation can be s impl1fied by use of substitutions. 
These are 
" m 1 0< XI ~ ro XI 
Z( I_pI) a' 1 
'" 
, - 1 ~ r ~ 
m 
a' , 
with their corresponding reciprocal of t he Jac obian 
of the transformation 
m '1 0 0 
( l - p~) a' 
o(xt , r,x 2) 1 - 1 
J • 
a(sj , r , szJ 
0 0 0 
" 0 0 m 
( l _pZ) a' , 
and the relations 
Z(j - p~)aZ V. 
s ,, [ 1 xI ] 0 , ' 1 , ro 1 m 
Z(I-pZ),,-ZZ V. 
sZ" [ m x, ) 0 ~ " ~ ro 
Eq . (69) then becomes 
t' 
-(m:\+ 1) 
m-Z m-Z m-4 
-Z -Z( ')-'-xI Xz \- r • 
(70) 
The above triple integral i s somewhat 
unusual . and its solu tion is not straight forward be-
cause i t involves some special functions. Sever al 
attempt s have been made to reach a satisfacto r y solu-
tion. The basic prem i se underlying this approach is 
to integrate first t he integral involving variable r 
alone . The middle te rm of the exponent in eq. (70) 
i s expanded into a power s erie s and the rem aining two 
i ntegrals a r e then solved i n terms of Gamma fu nctions. 
Thus, substituting 
r·cos ~ -1 5 r 5+ 1 
dr - sin rb 
and using the well known relation 
the first integral with respect to r can be writ ten as 
r "VX,X, 
-, 




The solution of this integral can be expressed in 
terms of the modified Bessel integral [29]: 
dO • 
where the term \m-3)/Z (ZpJXtxzl represents the 
integral of the modified Bessel function of the first 
kind a nd of the (m - 3) I Z Qrder , and the solution of 
which is the modified Bessel expansion given as: 
m - 3 
Im_3 (ZpJX t x Z) ,,( pJX t xz}T"" -,--
en (p~) Zk 
Z; m - 3 
k::ok!r(- , - + k+ 1) 
k = 0, 1, Z •... , 00; m ?' 3 . (72.) 
The modified Bessel expansion is a fast convergent 
series . The ratio test for convergence [30] has 
shown that the series converges to zero when k tends 
to infinity [1] . 
By insertion of this expansion into eq. (71), 




Aft er replacement of the solution of the 
integral with respect to r in eq. (70). the jOint tar -
get- control distribution reduces to 
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t 1 t Z 
[- (- '- + 1) x _ (-'- + ' ) m-i 1 m -I 
(74) 
To solve the above double integral, the 
last term in the exponent (the exponential function) 
should be expanded into the power series [31] 
{Zpt l tz .Jx0/' 
A ~ (m-t)A 
A=O.t.Z •...• CD (7.' ) 
The ratio test for convergence of this infinite series 
indicates that the series is convergent for all real 
values of xtx l ' and that it converges to zero when 
A tends to infinity [I]. With the above expansion and 
relation [3Z] • 
lm-3 r (¥) 
f (m-i) ( 76) 
the joint target-control distribution function takes the 
following form: 
(77) 
The above double integral is identified as 
the product of two independent Gamma integrals. and 
the general solution is £)btained by integrating both 




Since by definition, the density function is the first 
derivative of the cumulative function with respect to 
the variables involved, the joint target-control density 






dtz m - l 11" (m -I)r(-,-) 
2k 
p 
k !r(¥ + k) 
m .;. Zk';'A 
Z 
(79) 
6. Z Marginal control di stribution. Once the 
joint target - control density function is defined and 
integrable, the marginal control density function can 
be obtained simply by integrating eq . (79) with respect 
to the target variable. However, it is not necessary 
to do so in thi s case , Since the control variable 
represents the t - statistics and is distributed as the 






This exact solution of the marginal density function 
is superior to any equivalent solution expressed in 
the form of series, and will therefore be used in 
this paper. 
6.3 Conditional target - control distribution. 
After definition of both the joint target-control and 
marginal control density function, the conditional 
target-control density function can easily be obtained 
as their ratio. The density function of the target 
statistics, t
1
, given the control statistics, t z ' can 
be obtained from eqs. (79) and (80) as follows : 
f(tt' tz;p) 
I( t Z) 
2k e 
k ! r (!!f!- +k) 
(81) 
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This is the basic form of the conditional target-con -
trol density function developed for the purpose of 
statistical testing of \\leather modification effect as 
expressed in river flow responses. 
6.4 Test of significance. The conditional 
density function defined by eq . (81) is not a simple or 
a convenient form for direct u.se in the s tatistical 
test of significance. To make this function more 
useful , the few first moments of the distribution must 
be derived. "The most commonly used moments are 
the first absolu.te moment or mean, and the ;;econd cen-
tral moment or variance. The first absolute moment or 
mean of the conditional target-control dis tribution 
is defined as; 
'" 




(Zpt 1 t z) 
A! (m-t);\ m-+- Zk -+-A Z Zk.;.;\ t' --:;-
(m:,+I) 
(82.) 
As may be noted, t he integrand is an even 
function of t I' When it is multiplied with the variable 
tl raised to an odd power, the integral vanishes, since 
the value of the integral over the range - 00 :5 t I :5 0 
is the same as that over the range 0 :5 t I :5 Q) 
but of an opposite sign. That is , for A ~ 0 , Z, 4, G, ... 
the value of the integral with respect to t I is equal 
to zero. Furthermore, an even function, one can 
integrate the odd terms of A - series in the range from 
- 00 to .;. co as the double integral of that in the range 
from 0 to -+- co . Then the integral in eq. (8Z) can be 
solved in terms of the Beta function by introducing an 
appropriate substitution [1): 
t t . [(m-I) 
w I/Z 
l-w ] 
1 1 3 
1 ,-, - , 
dt l :::"! (m-I) w (I -W) dw 
By converti ng the Beta function into the Gamma 
function through the relationship [32.): 
m-Z 3 
B( - 2- +k, '2 +A)= 
r(~ .;.k) r{i + A) 
r(£T-i -+- k .;. ;\) 
(83) 
and after a slight simplification, eq. (8Z) yields the 
mean of the conditional target-control distribution [I]: 
eZk (ZPtz),X+ I 
k!r(¥+k) (ZX+l)!(m-lr 
For the second central moment or variance 
to be det e r m ined. the second absolute moment of the 
conditional tar get- contr ol distribution, defined as [I] 
00 





_t + 1) 
2k e 
k ! r (~ + k) 
(85) 
must be obtained . T his integral is similar to that in 
eq. (8 Z) , the only difference being the integrand 
multiplied by the variable t l raised to an even power. 
This implies that all odd terms of the A - series in 
eq. (85) will vanish. When X " I, 3, 5, 7, ... , the 
value of the integral is zero and therefore , t hese 
t erms are omitted. Therefore, integr ating eq. (85) , 
t he second absolute moment of the conditional dis -
tribution is obtaine d as [1] : 
2k 
o 
k! (m - 3+2k) 
The second central moment or variance of 
the conditional target - control distribution function 




For the conditional target - control density 
funct ion, the mean and variance to be completely 
defined, the u nknown population param eters J..I 1 , J..I z ' 
and p , have to be replaced by their best estimators 
a t' liz, and p, respectively. These estimators 
represent the sample statistics of the non-seeded 
period in the target and control watersheds, defined 
earlier by eq . (I), (Z4). and (26). 
In or der to perform th e test of significance 
for the difference for the mean river flow of seeded 
and non-seeded periods , the observed tl and t2 
statistics must be det ermined. According to eq . (67), 
the observed target and control t - statistics are 
~1 -al 
t 1, o · s I 
(88) 
Next, by use of eq. (8t). the critical value of t t 
given t2 0 and 'P at the assigned level of significance , 
a , m ust be computed from the following relation 
(t l ltz,O; P)I_O' f f{ t l [ tZ,O;p) dt l 
-00 
I -a . 
Then, accordi ng to working hypot heses postulated 
earlier, if 
(89) 
the null hypothesis should be accepted. Otherwis e , 
the null hypothesis should be rejected at the a level 
of significance; 1. e., the seeding has produced a 
significant increase of water yield,.in t.he tars:et . 
watershed . The term, E (t tl t z, O;p). III eq. (90) IS 
needed because t l 0 is measured f r om zero a n d 
(t l j t z, O;p) I -a is ~easured from the mean, fig. 13. 
Since eq. (89) has t o be solved by an 
iteration procedure, an alternat ive approach may be 
used for pr actical purposes . This approach is based 
upon the use of moments of the conditional target -
control distriburion. By use of eq. (8 4) for the give n 
value of 'P and by t he assignment of various value s to 
t z' the t 1 -t Z relationship and the upper I- a con -
fidence limit can be obtained, fig . 13. The upper 
limit could be determined by expressing the critical 
value of (til t z , o;p) t -a in terms of the variance and 
equating this value wit h that of the cla ssical univariate 
t -distribution. This is given as 
(tt 1tz,O;p )t _a" [tt(m - I)) t_ a 
JVar (t t l tz, o;p) VVar [t 1 (m - t)] 
(91) 
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Graphical procedure of Conditional target-
control t\1 12 test of significance using the 
moments of conditional distribution function. 
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where the variance of 1\ i s the variance of the t -
distribution with m - 1 degrees of freedom 
Var [ 11 (m-I)] m - 1 ffi'"T (92) 
The critical value of 1\ given 
p, at the Cl' level of significance is then 
12 0 and . 
1 
(tjl'z,O;p)'_a-[t1 (m-!)Jl_a[~=~ Var{tll "z.O;p»)2 (93) 
which offers a satisfactory solution for all practical 
purposes . In this way, the lengthy procedure of 
iteration involved in solving eq. (89) can be avoided. 
Finally, the t esting procedure can be per -
form ed either graphically by plotting t 1, 0 in fig. 13, 
or analytically by inserting the critical value of tl 
given tz , o and p into eq. (90). As may be observed, 
in order to perform the test of Significance, the entire 
range of the target and control t - statistics r elation-
ship does not need to be defined except for the spe-
cific values of tz, o' p, and ffi . This considerably 
Simplifies the computational process for the tes t of 
significance. 
CHAPTER V 
APPl.lCATION OF METHODS AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
In this chapter, the methods of statistical evalua-
tion o f weather modification, described in Chapter IV, 
will be applied to few selected watersheds . Some 
characteris tic featu res will also be analyzed. The 
p rincipal goal of this chapter is not essentially to 
evaluate a particular weather modification project, 
but rather to illustrate the application of methods 
o f evaluat ion. Therefore, the methods will be analyzed, 
compared , and ranked according to their detect ability 
a nd suitability for the evaluation of weather modifi -
cation. 
1. Selection of water sheds . The target a nd con-
trol watersheds Should satisfy as closely as possible 
t he following criteria in orde r to meet the conditions 
which will be the basis for the analysis and selection 
of the watersheds: 
(t ) Gaged water sheds, preferably equipped with 
recorders; 
(2) Long period of recorded observations o f 
annual ri ver Clows prior to weather modification 
experiments; 
(3) Accurate and reliable data which are classified 
by the U. S. Geological Survey as excellent or very 
good; 
(4) Long period of observations of annual river 
flows during weather modification experiments; 
(5) Continuous and uniform experiments over 
entire target watershed, i. e ., no partial or randomized 
treatments; 
(6) High co rrelation between target and control 
river flows; 
(7) Locatio n of control watersh eds a way fr om 
target basins to avoid contamination in the experi-
ments; 
(8) No major changes in natural conditions of 
watersheds in both nonseeded and seeded periods , 
1. e. , no nonhomogeneity in data and preferably no 
di versio ns or s to rage in reservoirs. 
I. I Target water sheds. The criteria for the 
selectio n of watersheds are e xacting . Few wat ersheds, 
exist whi ch can fully satisfy most of these conditions. 
Of those that come close, even fewer watersheds 
have been the subject of weather modification opera -
tions. Nevertheless , an effort has bee n made to find 
watersheds which at least partially fulfill the major-
ity of the above r equi rements. A preli minary inves-
tigation of past a nd present weather modification 
project s indicated that the Kings River BaSin in 
California might be s uitable as a target area for 
evaluation purposes. Here was a project rare in the 
United States and in the rest of the wor ld. The river 
basi n has been wholly and continuously treated by a 
unique weathe r modification technique -- cloud seed -
Ing with silver iodide -- for more than e leven years. 
However, river flow data were available for nonseede d 
as well a s for seeded periods at three gaging sites 
registering the runoff from upstream drainage a r eas : 
30 
No. 38 . Kings River above North Fork, California; 
No.4!. North Fork Kings River near Cliff Camp, 
California; 
No. SO. Kings River at Piedra, California , fig. 14. 
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Fig. 14 Map o r selected target and control wate r -
sheds showing locations of river gaging 
stations in the Wes t ern Slope of Sier ra 
Nevad a, California. 
T he identHi cation numbers of river gaging stations 
correspond to th ose used by the U. S. Geological 
Su r vey (Water Supply Paper No. 1315 A). Locat ions 
of stations and the basic characteristi cs of stations 
are given in Table 5. 
The period of observation refers to the water year 
beginning October I and ending Septembe r 30 of the 
next calendar year. Annual flowS at station No. 41 
were correc ted for storage in Wishon Reservoir 
and Courtright Reservoir above station s ince the 
water years of 1958 and 1959 r espectively. Annual 
!lows at station No. 50 were also corrected for 
storage in P ine Flat , Wishon, and Court r ight 
Re se r voirs above the s tation Since the wa ter years of 
1952 , 1958 , a nd 1959 respectively. 
T able 5. Locations , drainage areas, and periods of observations of river iiaging stations 
in selected target watersheds 




Drainage area 'q. miles 
Period of observation yr . - yr. 
Total length of period years 
Outside ot these corrections, thenow data 
tor the three target watersheds are reasonably good 
because they include no unregistered diversions or 
regulations . All three watersheds have been continu-
ously treated by weather modification experiments 
since the water year of 1955 . 
From these three target wa tersheds only 
one was select ed in order to demonstrate the appli -
cation of the met hods of evaluation . This one is 
watershed No. 50, Kings River at Piedra, California , 
the largest one and the one having the longest period 
of observation. 
I. 2 Control watersheds. For the chosen target 
watershed. the area from which the control water -
sheds could be selected was restricted to the samC' 
region. Because the target is situated in the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains , this reaion was carefully investi -
gated for a possible location of control watersheds. 
Ac cording to the criteria adopted, only six water-
sheds fulfilled most of the requirement s. However, 
STATION NUMBER 
38 41 50 
119. 12 11 8 . 98 119. 39 
36.86 37 .00 36 . 82 
1003.50 6143.95 500.00 
956.00 181.00 1687 . 00 
1922- 1964 1927-19Z8 1896-1964 
1932- 1964 
43 35 69 
three are believed to be too near the target and may 
have been contaminated by cloud seeding experiments. 
AU in California they are the Kern River near Kern -
ville , Bear Creek ncar Lake Thomas A. Edi son, and 
Mono Creek below Lake Thomas A. Edison. Because 
of the r isk of contamination, all three were eliminated 
from further consideration, and the remaining three 
selected as the control watersheds. These are: 
No. 120. Merced River at Happy Isles Bridge, 
near Yosemite , California; 
No. 124. Merced River at Pohono Bridge , near 
Yosemite, California; and 
No. 139 . Tuolumne River near Het ch Hetchy, 
California. 
The general locations of these watersheds in relation 
to the target watershed are shown in fig . 14. Their 
main chara cteristics are listed in Tab le 6. 
Table 6. Locations , drainage areas, and periods of observations of river gaging stations 
in selected control watersheds 
ST A n ON NUMBER 
Station Property Measure 
120 124 139 
Longitude degrees 11 9. 12 11 9.66 11 9 . 80 
Latitude degrees 37 . 73 37.72 37. 94 
Elevation teet 4016.58 3861. 66 34 30 . 00 
Drai nage area sq. miles 181.00 32 1. 00 457.00 
Pe riod of observation yr . - yr. 19 16 -1 964 19 17-1964 1911-1 964 
T otal length of period years 49 48 54 
3 1 
The annual flows at station No. 139 are corrected for 
storage in Hetch Hetchy Reservoir since the water year 
of 1923. Otherwise, the now data are reasonllbly 
good for evaluation purposes. 
Z. Com pl.lation and processing or data. It is 
obvious [rom Tables 5 and 6 that the lengths of period 
of observations of annual flows are different for the 
target and three control watersheds. This fact 
implies a more elaborate evaluation process than 
necessary for periods of equal length . ..1\11 the neces-
sary sample statistics regarding each target, every 
method of evaluation, and for every possible target -
control combination, have to be computed separately. 
This lengthy procedure, usini the total periods of 
observation, would yield the maximum information 
from past data and would pr oduce the most reliable 
r esults of evaluation. However, this elaborate pro-
cedure would be justHied only if the sole purpose of 
this study were to evaluate a specific weather modiCi-
cation project. 
It has been emphasized that the main purpose of 
this study is to develop and indicate the most detect -
able and the most suitable methods of statistical 
evaluation of weather modification attainments. Such 
results could only be arrived at from a comparative 
analysis of all methods involved in this study. In 
order to make a comparison, the periods of obser -
vation of both target and controls must be of the same 
length and of the same time sequence . Therefore, 
for the purpose of this study , the longest periods of 
observation common to all selected target and control 
watersheds were chosen. These are the nonseeded 
period of observation of 38 years with the time 
seque nce of 19 17-1954 water years , and the seeded 
period of observation of 10 years covering the time 
sequence of 1955-1964 water years. 
For these two separate periods , the data were 
compiled [rom the U. S. Geological Survey Water 
Supply Papers and stored on punched cards for pro-
cessing. All sample statistics necessary for evalua-
tion were computed on a high speed digital computer 
using e qs. (I), (l) , (l4) , (l5), and(l6) . These include 
the means (il, Q) , variances (iP, Sl) , standar-i de viations 
(0;. , s). correlation coefficients (p , r) , and the coeffi-
cient s of variation (C v ' c) for target and cont r o l 
watersheds and nonseeded and seeded periods. Only 
the results of the computation will be presented . The 
annual flows in cfs for all selected river gaging 
stations Cor nonseeded period are listed in Table 7 
and for the seeded period in Table 8. The corres -
ponding statistics for nonseeded , seeded, and com -
bined periods are listed in Table 9. 
3. Tar(et sample. u-test. The selected target water -
shed , No. 50 , is subjected to testing for the mean 
seeded- nonseeded river flow difference . For this 
test to be valid , the assumption of known population 
parameters must be satisfied. However, in this 
particular case the population parameters are un-
known. Nevertheless , the test was performed in 
order to demonstrate Ihe dirterence i n results when 
an approximate distribution (normal) is used instead 
of an exact (t - distribution). For this purpose, the 
unk nown population parameters were replaced , by 
corresponding sample statistics from the nonseeded 
period. 
By use of the data from Table 9, eq. (3) yields 
the observed standarized unit normal deviate: 
", 1998 . 5 - Z064.9 .'10 _ -0 . l38 88Z.7 V1V 
32 
Table 7. Target and control annual river nows in 
ers, observed in the nonseeded period 
Ord. water 




































































































































































































1 Z 750 Z2 58 4 37 HZ 
Table 8. Target and control annual river flows in 
ces , observed in the seeded period 
Ord. 
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Target and control sample statistics for For the level of significance cw " 0. 05 and the 
nonseeded, seeded , and combined periods critical value of u 1-0 . 05 obtained from the table of 
normal dist ribution [18J , eq . (6) results in the 
following inequality: 












Statist . 120 '24 '39 
NONSEEDED PERIOD u " -0. 238 o , 
", 335.5 
" 12 293 " , , 
11 0.0 ", , 
'50 0.914 
C O. 331 v, 




O. 34 5 
99l. 7 
97 587 
31 Z. 4 
0.91 9 
0 .314 
Thus , the null hypothesis is accepted; that is, there 
is no significant difference in means of seeded and 
nonseeded river Claws caused by the weather modifi-
cation experiments in this watershed. 
SEEDED PERIOD 
The upper confidence limit for the seeded period 
Illean flow a t the 5 per cent level of significance is 
computed by use of eq. (7) and is i llustrated in fig . 15. 
The length of the period of weather modification 
experiments necessary for the detection of a desired 
difference in mean river flow can be determined Gi, 311. Z 545. 4 933 , 7 
" Z 19 904 62 9ll 138047 
" \41. 1 250.S 371. 6 
'SO 0.986 0 . 977 0 . 972 , v, 0.453 0. 4 60 O. 398 
COMBINED P ERIOD 
either graphically from fig. IS, or analytically from 
eq. (8) . Assuming an average increase in precipi-
tation of 10 to 15 per cent [6J caused by cloud seeding 
over the Kings River Watershed above Piedra, the 
re sultant increase in runoff from the same watershed 
shou ld be 17 to 25 per cent, according to the annual 
precipitation-runoff relationship, Iig. 3. T hen, the 
length oI experimentation necessary to detect the 
above increases in runoff would be 
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Figure I S Time series and means of annual river flows for nonseeded and seeded periods of the Kings River 
at Piedra, California, with the upper confidence limits for the t est of significance of sample means . 
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which is in agreement with the graphical procedure, 
fig. 15. In this particular case , the above tests 
failed to demonstrate the expected increase in runoff 
of Z5 per cent or In precipitatian of 15 per cent. 
4. Target double sample t-test . The selected 
target watershed, No. So, was subjected to testing 
far the mean seeded-nonseeded flow difference. First, 
the annual river flows fram this watershed were 
grouped into twa samples, nonseeded of size n" 38 
years and seeded of size m • 10 years . In order to 
determine which alternative of t-test to use , the test 
for equality a f sample variances had to' be performed 
first. According to eq . (10) , and the data from 
Table 9, the ratio of seeded and non - seeded unbiased 
variances of annual river flows fram the selected 
target watershed NO'. 50 is 
035 308 
779 147 1. 438 
Far Q • 0, 05 and th e critical value F 1-0.05 obtai ned 
fram the tables of F-distributian with 9 and 37 degrees 
of freedam [ 18] , eq. (13) yields the follawing ine-
quality 
< F o. 95 (9, 37) ~ Z,150. 
Hence , there is no signiIlcant difference between the 
variances for nonseeded and seeded periods at the 5 
per cent level of signiCicance, a fact which justifies 
the postulated equality af variances. Also, it had 
already been shown that the distribution of annual 
river nows for the target watershed follows the nor -
mal functian fairly well [ZO}. The canditian of nor-
mality was thus satisfied and the test for normality 
will be amitted here. 
The above equality of population variances 
implies the applicatian of the poaled variance com -
puted by eq. (14) and presented in Table 9. With 
this, the t - statistic camputed by eq. (15) is 
199B . S - Z064.9 
93 Z.0 (.ft + fo)% -0. ZO I . 
For Q = O. OS, the critical value t 1-0.05 is obtained 
from the tables of t-distribution with 46 degrees of 
fr eedom [18], so that, according to eq. (18), it 
follows that 
to • - 0. 201 < to. 95( 46) " L 680 
Therefore, the null hypothesis is acceptable at the 
5 per cent level of Significance. In other words, 
there 1s no significant difference in the means for 
nonseeded and seeded annual river flows in this 
watershed. 
The upper confidence limit at the 5 per cent 
level of significance for the seeded period mean flow 
of the Kings River at Piedra is computed by eq. ( 19) 
and illustrated in fig. 15. The length or the period 
or cloud seeding experiments necessary to detect the 
desired increase In mean river flow by 17 and 25 
per cent , can be determined graphically from fig. 15 
or analytically by eq. (ZO) 
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and 
( 1. 680)1 {93Z . 0)1 
(0.17 x Z064. 9)2 
(1. 680)' (93Z.0)1 
(0. ZS x Z064. 9)1 
ZO years 
10 years 
respectively. Both the graphical and analytical pro-
cedures give the same results, according to which 
the postulated Increase in runoff by ZS per cent or in 
precipitation by 15 per cent is not realized in this 
particular watershed. 
5. Target-control xL-test . This test requires 
that the popuianon parameters be known. In this 
particular case , however, they are unknown and the 
observed samples are of inadequate sizes for their 
determination. Nevertheless , this test was performed 
by using the sample statistics from the nonseeded 
period in place of the unknown population parameters . 
This was done in order to demonstrate the difference 
i n te sting results caused by the use of an approximate 
(Chi - square) distribution instead of an exact (F - ) 
distribution. When using the sample estimators in-
stead or the population parameters, the exponential 
quadratic in eq. (Z7) becomes T1- statistic and is 
exactly distributed as an F. 
The essential statistic for this test of signifi-
cance is the chi - square defined by eq. (Z8) . In order 
lor this statistic to be evaluated, one of the three 
available control watersheds had to be chosen to be 
coupled with the target watershed. The selection of 
control was based solely upon the magnitude of the 
sample coefficient of correlation between the annual 
river flows of target and control watersheds for the 
nonseeded period. The larger the coefficie nt of 
correlation the easier it was to discriminate a change 
in the mean river now of the target watershed. 
According to the observed sample statistics summa-
rized in Table 9, the a nnual river flo ws of the target 
watershed, No. 50 , are correlated best with those of 
contr ol watershed No. 12.4. The latter was therefore 
selected as a control for the target watershed. The 
data from Table 9, inserted into eq . (2.8) , yields 
the value of the chi-square where 
x' o 
10 [( 1998. 5 - 2064 . 9 )1 
1-0 . 9301 sSI. 7 
2. 0930 ( 1998.5 - Z064.9)(545 . 4 - 594.2.)+ 
x. ss2.7 104.7 
+ (545.4 - S94,Z)l) • Z 159 204. 7 . 
For the level of significance Q 0.05 and the 
critical value of chi - s quare from the tables of the 
Chj-square distribution with Z degrees of freedom 
[ t 8], the following inequality is obtained by eq. (37)1n 
x~ ·2. 159 < X10.90(Z) · 4.610. 
Thus, for all practical purposes, there is no signifi-
cant change in mean river flow of the target water-
shed for the seeded period which may be attributed to 
the cloud seeding effect. 
The above test is also illustrated graphically. 
This is done by employing the contour ellipse obtained 
a t the level of significance Q " 0 . 05 . The relation 
expressed in eq. (33) i s used in 
(cr +11' )~"779147+4'900+ 2.x882..7x2.04.7V l - 0. 930z 
ql q2. 
(". - ". )~.779 147+41900-2.x882..7x2.04.7JI-O.9302. 
q , q2. 
The solution yields 
903. 1 cis 
and, 
11' c 73.6cfs. 
qz 
The equation of the contour ellipse is then computed 
byeq . (32.) 
oc 
The center of this contour ellipse is in the point 
ql ' q2. " 2.064 . 9, 594 . 2. 
The ellipse is inscribed in a rectangle with the same 
center a nd with the sides of length computed by 
eq. (34) where 
g l " 2.x882.. 7..[4':6lO '" 3790 cIs 
and 
g2. z 2.x 2.04 . 7.J4:61O " 879 cfs 
The lengths of the major and minor semi - axes are 
evaluated by using eq . (35) a s : 
ql,o" 90 3.1~ 1939cfs 
and 
q2. ,O ,. 73. 6 ~ • 158 c fs. 
The major axis makes an angle of r ot ation with the 
horizontal axi s . This angle is evaluated by eq . (36) 
" 
tan 2. t 2. x O. 930 x 882.. 7 x 2.04.7 7791 4 7 - 41900 
12.° IS' . 
0.456 
With all these elements , the confidence ellipse 
for ~ '" O. 930 and Q " 0.05 is defined, computed , 
and graphed in fig. 16. The seeded period means for 
t he Kings Rive r at Piedra, California (No. 50), and 
the Merced River at Pohono Bridge, near Yosemite , 
California (No . 12.4) , arc then plotted on the same graph , 
11:100 
r-------------------- O,.3.,~------------------_I 
Fig. 16 Illustration of Target - control xl - test for sample mean river flow difference by using the confidence 
ellipse 
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Table 10 Observed standardized marginal and Chi- square distributions used in graphical Test fo r bivariate 
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These are the taa:et and control means for the seeded 
period, ?::l" and Qz' respectively, Since the observed 
point falls inside the confidence ellipse, the test is 
nonsignificant. Thus, the graphical test confirms the 
analytical test; i. e . , there is no significant difference 
between the nonseeded and seeded period mean river 
flows in the target watershed at the 5 per cent level of 
significance . 
For the above tests to be employed, the postu -
lated bivariate normality must be satisfied. The 
graphical procedure of testing for bivariate normality. 
described in Section 3.4 of Chapter IV. was applied 
to the joint t arget-control distribution of nonseeded 
annual river flows for the Kings River at Piedra, 
California (No. 50), and the Merced R iver at Pohono 
Bridge, near Yosemite, California (No. 12:4). By 
use of the data from Tables 7 and 9, the standardized 
marginal distributions , their products. and the ob-
served chi - squares were computed by eq. (38) and 
presented in Table 10. The theoretical summations 
of particular columns are given on the bottom of 
Table 10. The differences between the computed and 
theoretical summations are due to rounding errors. 
The dist ribution of the 38 values of chi-squares 
is given in the last two columns of the table, where 
the values of chi-squares have been ranked according 
to their order of magnitude and their corresponding 
cu mulative freque ncies have been stated. This ob -
served distribution is graphed in fig . 17, together 
with the theoretical Chi-square distribution with 2: 
degrees of fr eedom defined by eq. (40) . The varia-
tion of the observed points about the t heoretical 
straight line is fairly random, indicating that the 
distribution examined here does not differ Significantly 
from the theoretical Chi-square distribution. There-
fore , the hypothesized bivariate normality of the 
annual flows for target and cont rol watershed for the 
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Fig . 17 Graphical test for bivariate normality of 
annual river flows of the Kings River at 
P iedra, California, and the Merced Ri ver a t 
Pohono Bridge, near Yosemite, California. 
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6. Target - control T2-test. The tar get watersh ed, 
No. 50 , has been coupled with one of the three avail-
able control watersheds . Both the target and control 
river flow population parameters are unknown and 
instead their estimators from the obser ved samples 
are used. T hese estimators are compute d by eqs. (1), 
(2). (24), (25), and (2:6) for the nonseeded and seeded 
periods, and by eq. (14). (4 2:) , and (43). for the 
combined period and for both target and control water -
sheds . These results are presented in Table 9. 
6. 1 E ual covariances usin oled estimators . 
According to t e poo e corre ation coe iClents sum -
marized in Table 9, the target annual river flows are 
correlated best with those of control watershed No. 
12:4. This watershed was therefore selected a s a 
control for the target watershed, No . 50 . By use of 
the data. from T able 9, the value of the Hotelling 's T Z 
for these two watersheds is computed by eq. (44): 
1 [(1998.5-2064.9-0)1 
(1-0. 9422) 932.0 
-2: 0942:(1 998 . 5 -Z064 . 9 - 0)(545.4-594.2:-0)+ 
x . 932.0 219 . 8 
+ (545.4 - 594 .2: - 0)' J 
2 19. 8 - 1.72:7 . 
T he observed F 0 - s tatistic is computed and 
compared with the the oretical value of F 1-2 x: O. 05 
(2:, 38+ 10 - 3) at the a '" 0.05 level of sigl}ificanc e 
according to eq. (45) as follows: 
1. 727 45 
-2- 46 '" 0.845< F O. 90(2,45)-2:.428. 
Here, F O. 90{ 2:, 4 5) stands for the critical value of F 
obtained from the t ables of F-distribution with 2: and 
45 degrees of freedom [18J. This test shows that, 
for all practical purposes , there is no significant 
difference between the nonseeded and seeded sample 
means of a nnual river flows in the target watershed. 
6. Z Equal covariances using estimator s from 
the nonseeded samples . Watershed No. 124 was used 
again as the control for the target watershed, No. 50 . 
The data from Table 9 inserted into eq . (46)yields 
the value of the T 2 statistic where: 
TZ • 10 P8-t) 
38 + 10 
t (( 1998. 5- 2064 . 9)l 
(1 - 0.9302) 88l.7 
_ 2xO. 930 ( 1 998S~;. ;064.9) (54 5·l~~ .5i4. 2) + 
(545.4 - 594. 2)2 I 
+ 204. 7 '" 1. 665 . 
Then, the observed and the critical values of F sta-
tistic follow from eq . (47): 
1. 665 -,- 0.810 < F O. 90(2:, 36) '" 2:.460. 
This test shows that there is no significant difference 
in mean river flow in the t arget watershed which may 
be a ttributed to the cloud seeding effect . 
6.3 E ual covariances usin estimators from 
the seeded ~rio . ccor ing to eq. 4 8 a n the ata 
from Table . the Hotelling's Tl for the target water -
shed , No . 50, using watershed , No . 120 as the con-
trol, is: 
T1 ,. 38( 10-1) 
38 + 10 ( 1- 0.986,) 
( ( 1998.5 - 2064.9), 10 17. 50 
_ 2xO 986 (1998 . 5 - 2064 . 9)( 311. 2 - 335 . 5) + 
. 1017. 5 141.1 
(The annual flows trom the seeded peri od and for the 
tar aet water shed, No. 50 , corre late best with those 
ot the control watershed , No. 12:0). T he obse r ved F 
o 
s tati stic for the target watershed was compute d 
and compared with the theoretical F 1- 0. 10 (I, 10-2) 
a t the a - 0.05 level of sig nificance according to 
eq. (49) as follows: 
2.9 92 10-2: 
-Z TQ-T - I. 32:9 < FO. 90{ 2, 8) - 3.11 0. 
Here , F O. 90{ 2, 8) was obtained from the tables of 
F-dist r lbution with 2 and 8 dea:rees of freedom [1 8 J • 
This test shows that, for all practical purposes , 
there is no signifi cant dilference between the non -
seeded a nd seeded sample means of annual river 
flows from the target watershed. 
7. Target - control likelihood ratio test . Th e tar -
get watershed, No. 50, is coupled with the control 
watershed, No. 12:4, which provides tor the highest 
correlation between the annual river flows. The ~ 
statistic for the target watershed is then computed by 
eq. (52) where 
C 6378803 + 2:494 619 
V45 [ - 66. -4 - 1592 200 + 629 2Z4 (-48.8) 1 
'x' {Z9 607 586+ 10 35 3 078 _ (6 ~78 803+2494 6 19f j1,4 
1<)92 2JO+629 2'24 
X {~ + (-48 . 8)l j - ~ 37 ~ov 159l ZOO + 629 U4 '" 1. I . 
According to eq. (53), the test of significance, 
s hows that, for all practlcal purposes , there is no 
signifi c ant dilfe r ence between the nonseeded and 
seeded per iod m ean rive r flows In the target water 
shed. 
8. Conditional target - control t" t z test. To per-
Corm the test Of s lgruhcance lor the adJe r ence in 
mean river flows of seeded a nd nonseeded pe riods, 
the obser ved tl and t2 statistics must first be com-
puted. Accor ding to eq. (88). the obse rved t-statis -
tic lor the tar get watershed, No . 50 is 
t _ 1998. 5- Z064. 9 {IO:I " -0.196 
1, 0 1017. 5 
and the observed t- s tatlstics for the control wat e r -
s heds are: 
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No. 1Z0: t2: , O 311. 2- 335. 5_~ 14\.1 V10-1'" -0.517 
No. IZ4: t 2, o 
545.4 - 594.2 {IO-i iso. B - -0. 584 
No. 139: 1.. 0 • 933; 7-9JZ. 7 V1O-I t - 0.476. 
""' 371.6 
The highest correlation coeffi cient between the 
target and control a nnual river flows Cor the nonseeded 
period Is required again and, in addition, the lowest 
obse r ved t- s tatistic in the control watershed. To 
satisfy both conditio ns, the selected target watershed, 
No. 50 , must be coupled with the control watershed, 
No. IZ4. This control watershed provides maximum 
correlation coefficient a nd minimum t - statistic. 
The m e an of the conditional target-control dis -
tribution function is then computed by eq. (84) as 
(1-0. 930~)5 
E (t ll - O. 584; 0, 930) .. r. r (5) 
0.930 Zk 
r c.!f+ k + X) 
- 6 ' 50 
• -0. 500x 10 z: 
'-0 
[ 2:x0 . 930( - 0. 58 4)) ZA+ 1 
(z). + \ ) ! gx 
r (4 + k) r (i + Xl 
(0 03 158)X(9 + Zk + ZXh! . (ZXh ! 
_ -0.500xI0-6 x 1.1 02x 106 " - 0. 551. 
Here , the Index Z in front of the three factorial signs 
designates fac t orials of odd or even numbers; that is , 
for a give n initia l value the factorial of every second 
number Is tak e n int o account. As may be observed , 
the double su mm ation from 0 to co, in the above 
expreSSion, Is appr oximated by that from 0 to 7 and 
Crom 0 to 150 respectively, because the terms beyond 
these limits are negligible . This double summation 
is evaluted on the high-speed digital com puter . 
Similarly , the variance of the conditional target - con-
trol distribution functi on can be computed by utiliz -
ing eqs . (84) and (86) in eq. (87): 
Var( t ll - o. 584; 0.930) -
2:x 9 (1-0.930,5 
r. r (5) 
ro ro 
" " k *o X-o 
O. 930 Zk I 2:x 0. 930 ( - 0. 584)) n 
k l (1+ 2k) (ZX)! 9 X 
r! 5 +k+X) r(4+x) - E1 (t, I - 0. 58 4; 0. 930) 
( 0 58 4) 1 k+X r. [~ ' 9+IJ 
• 
150 7 
16. 8775xl0-6 I: l: 
k -o X-o 
(4+k+X) ! 
k! 
. (0.063157)X -(-0.551): 
z 16 . 8775x 10 - 6 x O. OZ778 x 106 - 0.304 " 0. 165 . 
T hen, according to eq. (93) , the critical value of the 
conditional target- control distribution function at the 
5 per cent level of significance is approximately 
I 10-3 - ~ (t 1 - 0.584; 0.930)0.95· 1. 833 (To-T 0.16:J) · 0.657 . 
Here, 1. 833 stands for the critical value of t 1, at the 
5 per cent level of Significance, obtained from the 
tables of t - distribution with 9 deirees of freedom 
[181· 
Finally, the test of signifi cance expressed in 
eq. ( 90). 
t1,0-E(tll-0. 58 4; 0.930). -0.196 -( - 0.55 1) 
.. 0.355 < (t 11- 0.584 ; 0.930)0.95 '" 0.657, 
s hows that the null hypothesis is acceptable at the 5 
per cent level of signiCicance . In other words , the 
seedi~ has not produced a Signifi cant change of river 
flows 1n the target watershed. The graphical proce -
dure of this test is demonstrated in fig. 18, where the 
char acte ristic points represent observed or computed 
quantities, while the dashed curves serve only for 
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9. Com a rison of methods of evaluation. Accor d-
ina to t e genera properties 0 t e eva uahon methods 
of weather modification analyzed here. and the results 
of the application of these methods to some cloud 
seedin&" experiments, the following comparisons can 
be made. 
T he I!..T&.e.! sa_m.E~ E-t~s!.. and I!!,.&e.! dou~1l. 
sam.2le t -test are ooth based upon the use orine uni-
variate Cli'Siribution of means. Therefore, they are 
designed exclusively for the cases in which data from 
the target watershed prior to and during seeding 
experiments are available. 
For the Target sample u - test to be applied to 
river now data the population parameters must be 
known. while for the Target double sample t-test the 
popu lation parameters are supposed unknown and 
must be repla ced by their best estimators from the 
observed data. 
80th the Target sample u - test and T arget 
double sample t - t est are capable of detecting a n 
increase of the mean river flow in the seeded period 
above that in the nonseeded period, fig s . 4 and 6. 
Hence, these two tests are insensitive to any change 
of the mean if the seeded period mean happens to be 
smaller than the mean of the nonseeded period. fig. 
15. In other words, if the seeding experi ments took 
place during t he dry period, and if the seeding 
actually i ncreased the water yield, the increase can-
not be detected by these methods. This is true no 
matter how large the percentage of increase of the 
mean river now achieved. Thus, these tests are 
applicable only for the cases when the change of 
mean river now caused by seeding occurred during a 
wet period. However, an increase of the mean river 
now in a wet period can be produced by chance . In 
order to obtain r eliable r esult s , both t he nonseeded 
and seeded periods of observation must be suffi ciently 
long . 
Generally. the Target double sample t - test is 
mor e suitable and more applicable to river flow data 
than the Target sample u-te st. This is because the 
latter test r equir es the population mean and variance 
t o be known; however , these are usually unknown. 
The Tar~et- control.x~-te st a nd Tar&c.t-control 
T~ - test a r eootli oaseduPon t he-use of"theb1varlate 
aistrioution o f target a nd control river flows . There -
fore , they a r e designe d for t he cases in which data 
from both the target and control watersheds and both 
nonseeded and seeded periods are available. 
The only difference between these two tests 
lies in the use of population parameter s and their 
estimators . In the Target- control Xl -test, the popu-
lation means , var iances , and correlation coefficient 
were supposed known. In the Target - control T1-test , 
the population parameters are assumed unknown and 
are replaced by t he sample estimators either from 
the nonseeded or seeded or combined period of 
obser vation. 
T he use of the nonseeded period estimators , 
from both the target and control wat ersheds , has 
i r eater advantages than has the use of the seeded 
period becau se of better and more a ccu rate estima-
to rs which are based on longer periods of observation. 
This was true because the nonseeded periods were 
generally longer than the seeded pe riods (seeding is 
a ne w kind of weather modification treatm ent). How-
ever, it is likely that seeding experiments will be 
continued in many locations and that longer seeded 
periods can be expected. lC the nonseeded and seeded 
periods are approximately of the same sizes or if th e 
latter is ireater, then the estimators from the seeded 
period should be used, particularly if the seeded 
sample variances happen to be highly affected by seed-
ing experiments. If the convariance structure of 
annual river flows is not affected by weather modifi-
cation experiments, then the pooled estimators from 
the combined period should be used. In this way , 
maximum informatio n from the observed data can be 
obtained. 
As can be seen, both the Target-control xl-test 
and Target- control T2 -test require more extensive 
data than may be available . By use of additional 
infor mation from the control watershed, the detecta-
bility of these tests was significantly improved as 
compared to that oC the previous two tests. In addi-
tio n, the region of acceptance was considerably 
narrowed, a fact which prOvided a greater chance of 
discriminating the eventual change 1n mean river 
flow caused by the seeding experiments . 
The time necessary to detect a desired amou nt 
of change was also reduced by achieving additional 
information through time-space trading. This means 
that whatever data are not available in time in the 
target basin can be acquired in the space around or in 
the control basin. The availability of the control 
greatly reduced the uncertainty and unreliability 
obvious for the previous two tests for significance 
for mean flow difference. 
Finally, these two tests work equally well 
for dry and wet periods of weather modification 
expe r iments . Because of these facts, the two target -
control tests are considerably superipr to the Target 
sample u·test and to the Target double sample t · test. 
As compared to each other, the Target · control 
TLtest is generally more suitable and more af:pli-
cable to river flows than the Target-control X - test. 
This is because the latter test requires the popula-
tion parameters to bc known; unfortunately, they are 
usually unknown. 
The Ta.r&.e!:£.o..EL~ l~e.!i!!.02t! £..ago ~!.! and 
f!2..n£ig<2..n.!D~&e.!. :E!2..n!!2.1t l It Z !..e,!t are basically 
derived from the joint distribution of nonseeded and 
seeded river flows in the target watershed conditio ned 
by those in the control watershed. These two tests 
are designed to make use of the data from both the 
nonseeded and seeded periods and from both the tar-
get and control watersheds, utilizing thus the maxi-
mum information about the river flows. 
They are both effective methods of detecting 
the eventual change in river flows caused by the 
cloud seeding experiments. Furthermore, these two 
tests work equally well for dry and wet periods of the 
annual river now sequences in the seeded period 
since the conditional target · control river flow r ela-
tions are symmetrical with respect to the long term 
mean river flow. 
Lastly, even though the te st results from the 
target watershed, employed here as an example , 
were nonsignificant, since the cloud seeding experi-
ments were performed du ring the dry period , positive 
testing statistics were produc ed. This fact obviously 
demonstrates the high discriminating power of these 
two tests. There fore, the Target-control likelihood 
ratio test and Conditional target-control t\lt2 test are 
more senSitive to the change in the river flows caused 
by weather modification experiments than the previous 
four tests. This is particularly true when the seeded 
period means are slightly smaller or g reate r than 
the long term means , the case which is the predomi · 
nant in the fi eld . The above st:l.teme nt holds true 
because the confidence belt or the region of accept-
ance is narrowed in this range of mean river nows. 
These two conditional target - control tests are 
also expected to be superior to the other four tests 
when dealing with moderate or large sample sizes 
of the seeded period, and when the covariance struc· 
ture of annual rive r flows in the target watershed Is 
significantly affected by seeding experiments. This 
is because the seeded period sample variances are 
used as the best estimato r s of the unknown popu-
lation variances. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Conclu5ions. Three possible levels of weather 
modification control and six methods of statistical 
(quantitative) evaluation of weather modification 
attainments were investigated. As a result of this 
investigation, the following conclusions hav~ been 
reached: 
( 1) The Cloud phenomena level o f cont rol is 
suitable for physical (qualitative) r athe r than for sta -
tistical (quantitative) evaluation of weather modifi-
catron att ainments . 
(Z) The Precipitation level of control is appli-
cable to both physical and statistical evaluations . 
However, t he inaccuracy involved in single meas ure-
ments of precipitation under different environmental 
conditions and in the determination of mean areal 
precipitation makes this level of control generally 
unreliable for the statistical evaluation of weather 
modification attainments at the present time . 
(3) The River flow control level has been shown 
to be a suitable and promising level for quantitative 
evaluation, reasonably a ccurate and reliable for 
p ractical purposes. 
(4) The annual river now represents one oC 
the most adequate variables to be studied at the river 
now control level. It fulfills the greatest number of 
meteorologic, hydrologic , and statistical require -
ments. 
(5) The mean and variance of annual river 
n ows represent the most significant and indicative 
statistics t o be tested for eventual changes produced 
by weather modifi cation experiments. 
(6) The Target sample u - test and Target double 
sample t - test used in discriminating the change in 
mean river now are the least sensitive among the six 
methods studied. Since the only sour ce of information 
for the mean is the data from the target watershed, 
the periods of observation prior to and during weather 
modification expe r iments have to be sufficiently long 
in order to obtain satisfactory test resu lts . These 
methods are capable of detecting the change in mean 
river flow H the experiments are perfo rmed during 
the wet period of a nnual r iver flow sequences. They 
are insensitive if the experiments are performed 
during the dry period of annual river flow sequences. 
The Target double sample t-test is more practical 
than T arget sample u-test because the latter requires 
the usc of population parameters and these are usually 
unknown. 
(7) The Target-control xl-test and Target -
control Tl - test were desiined for a joint usc of in-
form ation from target and control watersheds and 
from the period prior to and the period during the 
weather modification. These two methods a r e suita-
ble and r eliable Cor the statistical evaluation of 
weather modification when a long period of observa-
tions of annual river flows is available from both the 
target and control watersheds; they a r e equally 
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applicable to both dry a nd wet periods of experim en-
t ation, and are considerably superior to the previous 
tw:) tes ts . Under general conditions, the Target-
control T1- test i s of I.reater practical value than 
the Target-control X -test, since the latter r e quires 
the use of population parameters a nd these are 
usually unknown. 
(8) The T arget - control likelihood ratio t est 
and Conditional t arget - control t tl t z test are based 
upon the target river flo ws conditioned by those Crom 
a control basin. They utilize all the information 
about river flows available in both the tariet and con-
trol basins, and work equally well Cor dry and wet 
sequences of annual flows. With respect to detecta -
bility, these two tests are s uperior to the previouS 
four tests. They are , therefore, effective and power-
ful methods of discrim inating the change in mean 
river flow caused by the cloud seeding operations . 
This holds particularly true whe n dealing with mod-
erate or large periods of experimentation, when the 
mean flow is close to the long t e rm mean, arul when 
the covariance structure of annual flows is Signifi-
cantly affected by weather modification experiments. 
(9) The m ethods of statistical evaluation oC 
weather modification attainments , based upon the 
univariate distribution ot t arget flows are interior 
to those based upon the joint target- control distribu-
tion. However , the latter are inferior to those based 
upon the conditional target - cont rol distribution oC 
annual river nows . 
(to) T he higher the stochastic dependence of the 
target a nd control annual river flows as expressed 
in the correl ation coefficient between the s e two, the 
larger t he power of joint and conditional target - con-
trol te st s in discriminating the changes in the mean 
and variance of annual flows caused by weather 
modification experiments . 
(1 t ) The results acquired from applying evaluation 
methods to a watershed Subjected to cloud seeding 
experiments did not show a substantial change in 
mean river now. The change . if any, was of a very 
low order, and within the range of natural n uct uations 
of short term mean flows . 
(1Z) Ther e a r e some indications that cloud seed -
ing experiments may reduce the natural variability 
of river flows instead of increaSing their mean. 
Further evide nce is neede,q to support this statement . 
Z. Recommendations for Curther research. T he 
research 10ltiated by thIs study Should be continued 
in order to advance the statistical evaluation program 
of weather modification. The following recommen-
dations are intended to i ndicate possible continuations 
of this program; 
( ' ) The Conditional tariet - control t ,I t z test 
seems to be a highly effective method for discriminat -
ing eventual changes in the mean and vari ance o f 
annual river flows caused by weather modification, 
Since this is a newly developed method, it should be 
simplified to make it more practical, If a substan -
tial simpWication is not feasible , then tables and 
nomographs should be constru cted for different values 
of sample s izes, correlation coefficients, and t-
stat istics of the ranges most likely to be used. 
(Z) A further refinement at statistical methods 
of evaluation ot weather modification is needed be -
cause the expected change in mean river flow, due to 
seeding, is relatively low and because the natural 
mean fluctuation is relatively high. 
4Z 
(3) Statistical methods should be developed to 
test the variability of annual river flow prior to and 
during the cloud seeding experiments. Already 
indications s how that seeding might reduce the natu-
ral streamflow variability, which in turn might reduce 
floods and the storage capacity of reservoirs for the 
regulation of flows , This reduction in river flow 
variability would represent another positive effect or 
cloud seeding, which could prove important for water 
resources development and management, Therefore , 
a new approach in weather modification research 
along this line is highly desirable. 
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